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1. I NTRODUCTI ON 
The Arya-Paris model (ref. 1) predicts the moisture characteristic of a soil 
from its particle-size distribution and bulk density in the natural state of 
packing. The prediction is essentially a translation of the particle-size 
distribution curve into a moisture characteristic curve. In the process, both 
the volumetric water content and the soil water pressure are predicted. 
Initial tests of the model were made on a limited data set and consisted of 
comparisons of predicted curves with experimentally determined curves 
(ref. I). Visually, the agreement between the two types of data appeared to 
vary widely. Since the model predicts both the soil water pressure and the 
soil water content, a computed data pair has uncertainty in both quantities. 
The measured data, on the other hand, consist of water content values for 
preset soil water pressures; thus, they exhi bit uncertai nty in one dimensi on 
only. This lack of correspondence between the measured and the predicted data 
pairs made an objective statistical comparison of the two difficult. 
While the need for an objective procedure to test the performance of the mod~l 
continues to exist, it is hoped that a subjective comparison of the predicted-
versus-measured curves for a large number of soil materials will provide 
ins i ght into the effi cacy of the mode 1. 
This document presents the predicted and measured moisture characteristics for 
181 New Jersey soil horizons. Also included in this document are a brief 
outline of the model, an example of the computational procedure, and a Fortran 
program for processing large data sets. 
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2. THE MODEL 
The Arya-Paris model of the soil moisture characteristic is based on the 
assumption that a soil moisture characteristic curve is essentially a pore-
size distribution curve. It also contends that the pore-size distribution in 
a soil material is determined primarily by the particle-size distribution and 
bulk density of the sample. Thus, given the particle-size distribution and 
bulk density data, the following steps are used to translate a particle-size 
distribution curve into a moisture characteristic curve. 
The cumulative particle-size distribution curve (see fig. 1 for an example) is 
divided into n-size intervals, and the solid mass Wi for each size interval is 
computed. The differences in cumulative percentages corresponding to succes-
sivle particle sizes divided by 100 result in values of Wi such that the sum of 
all Wi is unity. The pore volume associated with each size fraction is then 
computed by 
(1 ) 
where V v. 
1 
'j s the pore volume associated with the solid mass in the ith 
part i c1e-s'j ze range, Pp is the particle density, and e is the void ratio given 
by 
(2) 
where Pb is the measured bulk density of the natural-structure sample. 
The pore volumes Vv. generated by each size fraction are progressively accumu-
1 
lated and considered filled with water. The volumetric water content is then 
computed by 
= 1~2, ••• ,n (3) , 
2-1 
where 6v. is the volumetric water content represented by a pore volume for 
1 
which the largest size pore corresponds to the upper limit of the ith 
particle-size range, and Vb is the sample bulk volume given by 
Vb = I/pb (4) 
An average volumetric water content corresponding to the midpoint of a given 
particle-size range is given approximately (if size intervals are small) by 
e = (6 + e )/2 vi vi vi+1 
The pore radius ri for the assemblage formed by the particles in the ith 
particle-size range is given by 
where ri is the mean pore radius, Ri is the mean particle radius, and ni is 
the number of spherical partic1es given by· 
n· = 3W./4p 1TR~ 




The parameter a in equation (6) is an empirical constant with an average value 
of about 1.38. (See reference 1.) 
Once the pore radi i are obtai ned, they are converted to equi va 1 ent soil water 
pressures by the equation of capillarity, 
,II. = 2y cos alp gr· 0/1 w 1 (8 ) 
where Wi is the soil water pressure, y is the surface tension of water, a is 
the contact angle, Pw is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, and ri is the pore radius. 
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3. NEW JERSEY SOILS DATA 
Particle-size distribution, bulk density, and measured moisture characteristic 
datc3 for 181 New Jersey soi 1 hori ,zons were obtai ned from Soi 1 Su rvey 
InvE~stigat·ions Report No. 26 (ref. 2). The particle density for all soils was 
assumed to be constant at a value of 2.65 grams per cubic centimeter. An 
exarnpl e of the New Jersey soi 1 s data and the 1 aboratory methods used in data 
collection are given in tables 1 and 2, respectively. All 181 soil horizons 
are serially listed and described in table 4. 
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TABLE 1.- AN EXAMPLE OF THE SOIL SURVEY INVESTIGATIONS REPORT CONSISTING OF 
PARTICLE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION, BULK DENSITY, LABORATORY-MEASURED 
MOISTURE CHARACTERISTICS, AND OTHER SOILS DATA 
[From reference 2; water retention data 
are based on gravimetric measurements.] 
U. S. DEPARTMENT 0' AQRICUl.TUItC 
SOIL CONSERVATION SlItYtCI 
PEDON CLASSIFICATIOl!: Aquic Hap1u<1ult: fine-1oamv. mi'!;~~ mesic 
SOIL Mattapex taxa<lJunct SOIL N05. 8,aftJ-12-2 LOCATION Mlcldle .. x COWItr • ...., J-r 
SOIL SURVEY LABORATORY ~B~e!!:lts~v!!!ill!;e • .,!;M::.::a~ry~la:!.!n~d __ ~ _________ LAB. Nos. 59263 - 5926S 
IBlb Sil' el.u and p.rtiel, di.mtt" (mml lAl 
Tot.1 Sind Si1t 382 eo.", trllmtnl. 3BI 
S.nd Silt Cia, v'" 1 eo."'I"Modl.mill, "Of V'~ C1~)I, o~ cnc:mJc Int.1l 2A2 ,.19119-16 O.pth Horizon >2 (In., (Z..(),05) (O.OS- (cO.002) c(~~" (1-0.5) {O.S-O.Z51 (0.25--0.1 (0.1..0.05) 0.05-0.0 (O'~~002) 0.2-0,02 (2-0.11 c .. <76 0.002) I-<~G.:'m-Pet. 01< 2m,," P.t. 
1~~~ lAp I~~·I> 5505 112.9 2.2 6.6 7.1 6.3 7.~ 27.2 26.3 1~·7 2".2 0.97 5 B21t 21.5 58.4 20.1 1.7 3:~ :.5 5.5 5.9 24.9 33:~ 1 ~~~~ 15:~ ~:~; il 13-20 B22t ~~.7 51.7 23.6 2.2 4. • 2 6.6 6.4 23.2 26 • 18 • 20-24 ~~: . 2a:if 5~.9 11>.9 1.~ 3.6 5.1 6.3 9.6 28.2 26.7 42.6 18.6 0.94 9 24-31 24.9 58.6 16.5 1.2 3.1 4:~ J:~ 9:~ 28.9 ~:~ 112.2 15:; ~:~i 2~ 131-~ IIC1 75.0 20.9 ~.1 4.0 10:5 16. 16. 13.1 441 58. 
6C1- Andrae. by NcV ersey el". Eltp. •.. utBcrs lin ver8~ty a 6l!2a .H 601, Water ret.l!lined at auct.1ona ot 
D.!ttft Or •• nie NitrO(," C/N bl.ifOlI, AYail· '1eld 8elt aCI. 
(In.) clfOon .. F, 
Bulk 01>1. capa_ 
en_ttl' 0.021 0.061 0.10 I 0.33/ 1 I 2 I 6 r 15 v.t.r cit, bar bv b... bAr bu b&f' bar b&l' (1:1) (1:1) 
Pet. Per. Pet. " .. 1n/in Pet. KCC H,O 
0-10 1.02 1.1 1.41 24.0 21.4 20.1 19.0 17.0 U;1J !f .. 0 5;0 0.20 19.5 ~.8 
10-13 . 0.17 1.5 . 1.54 22.3· 21.4 20.8 20.2 19.4 14.2 10.2 7.4 0.20 19.5 ~.~ 13-20 0.26 Q 1.51 23.1 22.1 2l.5 20.9 20.5 15.5 12.1 '9.7 0.18 20.3 
20-24 O.~ 2.0 1.69 20.4 19.6 18.0 16.0 17.0 13.2 9.7 -!f.o 0.22 20.0 4.7 2~~31 g:~ 1.8 1.65 20.9 20.1 19.5 l~~~ 18.2 14.1 ~:; 8.~ 0.21 20.9 ~~g ~l-~Cj ~. 1.78 12.Q Q14 8 4 6.7 ,.8 0.18 12.0 2. 
blr.et,bl. buts 581. 6HZI CEC SGld R.tiosto cl.y--501 803 811. saturation 
Depth 6NZQ 1602'16P2' ~2'1 Ext. SC] SCI (In.) C. MI Nil K Sum SAl'j E". CEC £:d. 15·blr Ca/MI ecidity  ... 
" 
SUM iron Wl,lt.,. Sum NH.OAc 
c.tionS " .... 
II1tO/l00 I Pet. Pet • 
l~:~~ ~:; . 0.5 0.1 0.1+ 3.2 9.8 13.0 11 •01 0.09 0.43 25 0.7 0.1 0.3 3.0 6.0 ll:~ 0.55 0.07 0.37 ~ 13-20 2.9 0.8 0.2 0.4 4.3 8.11 12. 0.54 0.00 0.41 
20-24 2.~ 0.1+ 0.1 0.2 3.5 ~.7 10.2 10 •00 0012 0~7 34 24-31 2.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 3.1 6.3 - 9.7 0.59 ~:~ O:~? ~~ 1.11-39 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 11.3 2.9 42 1.02 o 6 
Anal a • b Hev Jel"fWV "An-. F.; • Sta. !i'Uethod. refer-CIty Friction AnslysiI1Alb.r.t Rut er 
Vm • .J KI. ·1 Gibboilt Rydr~ Porosit !!:I AM;~ Ospth Mt. Chi. . ,. Int. Qu . Non .. enced on (In.) 11. capU CapU .. Total Pl.stie ,_to methods code 
con4uc lory lory 1a4ex sta.bU .. 
7A2 Uv1ty ttl sheet. 
x·,s 1A3_ 1n/br Pet. Pet. Pet. Pe •• Pet. 
V-.I.V 0.4 12~6 28.0 141 .2 45 .. 10-13 0.3 8.7 32.8 41.5 24 13-20 0.3 7.6 33.3 40.9 22 
o<v-<_ U.D] 4.0 133•0 137;0 f 24-31 31-39 0.02 4.2 33.0 37.2 2.1 12.1 17.2 29.3 25 
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TABL.E 1.- Concluded. 
Pedon Clasaification: Aouic.ljapludult; fl.ne-l08llJlr, mixed, moRic 
Soil: Mattapex taxadjunct !J 
Soil No.: S58NJ-12-2 
Location: Middlesex County, New Jersey. 1 mile east of Plainaboro, south of Plainsboro-Cranbury 
Road, yest 01' crossing 01' high tension line diatance of 13 utility poles, in tield about 225 feet; 
Bri ttori tarm. 
Vegetation and land use: Cropped tor potatoes tor over 15 years and then, the last 6 years, for 
potatoes alternating with ""eat. Wheat stubble ployed under during past autumn. 
S:Lope and land form: 1 percent. 
Dx-ainage: Moderately well drained. 
Permeability: Moderately slow. 
Pu.rent material: Silty and very fine sandy materials on broad, upland, very gently sloping sections of 
the coastal plain. 
















o to 10 inches. Dark brown (lOYR 4/3) silt loam; mas Rive breaking to weak fine granular 
structure friable; abrupt smooth boundary. 8 to 10 inches thick. 
10 to 13 inches. Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) silt loam; weak thin to medium platy structure, 
also vertical irregular jointing ot undetermined spacing; friable; concentration of fine 
roots, in Joints; clay films on peds; clear wavy boundary. 7 to 13 inches thick. 
13 to 20 inches. Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) silt loam; weak or moderate medium or coarse 
subangular blocky structure; friable, slightly sticky; clay films are weak; clear wavy 
boundary. 7 to 13 inChes thick. 
20 to 24 inches. Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) silt loam; few to cOmmon fine faint mottles; 
massive breaking to veak coarse subangular blocks; firm in place; slight clay films; clear 
wavy boundary. 4 to 10 inches' thick. 
24 to 31 inches. Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) silt loam; common or many distinct light 
brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) matter; weak coarse subanguls.r blocky structure; firm in place, ' 
friable removed; sand constituent is tine or very fine; clear wavy boundary. 6 to 8 inches 
thick. 
31 to 39 inch... Dark broWl) (7.5YR 4/4) gravelly 108llJlr sarid; weakly stratified; firm to 
loose. 
39 inches plus. Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) gravelly sand; weakly stratified; loose. 
Noi;es: Colors refer to moist soil. 
!l1~is pedon is a taxadJunct because its f&lnily particle size class is fine-l08llJlr, as opposed to fine-
"Uty tor the Mattapex series. 
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TABLE 2.- METHODS OF ANALYSES USED BY THE SOIL SURVEY LABORATORIES 
[From reference 2J 
ME'IIIODS CODE SYMBOLS, Son. SURVEY LABORATORIES 
1. SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 4. FABRIC RELATED ANALYSES (con.) 6. CHEMICAL ANALYSES (con.) 
A. Field sampling 
1. Site selection 
2. Soil sampling 
a. Stony soils 
B. Laboratory preparation 
1. Standard (airdry) 
a~ Square-hole 2-mm sieve 
b. Round-hole 2-mm si eve 
2. Field moist 
2. CONVENTIONS 
A. Size-fraction base for 'reporting 
1. <2-mm 
2. < size specified 
B. Data sheet symbols 
tr: trace t not measurable by 
quanti tati ve procedure 
used or les8 than 
reportable amount 
- : analysis X"W1 but none 
detected 
blank: analysis not run 
nd: analysis not run 
< : less than reported amount 
or none present 
3. PARTICLE-SIZE ANALYSES 
5. 
(1/3 or l/lO;"bar) 
a. Sieved samples 
b. Soil pieces 
eo Natural clods 
d. Cores 
2. Pressure membrane 
extraction (15-bars) 
a. Field-moist samples 
4. Field state 
C. Water-retention difference 
1. 1/3-bar to 15-bars 
2. l/lO-bar to l5-bars 
D. Linear extensibility 
1. Dry to moist 
ION-EXCHANGE ANALYSES 
A. Cation-exchange capad ty 
1. NH40Ac, pH 7.0 
a. Direct distillation 
b. Displacement distillation 
3. Sum of cations 
a. Acidity by BaC12-TEA, pH 8.2; bases by 
NH40Ac, pH 7.0 
B. Extractable bases 
L NH40Ac extraction 
c. Weight los. 
G. Aluminum 
5. Sodl um pyrophosphate 
extraction 
a. Atomic absorption 
H. Extractable acidity 
1. BaC12- triethanolamine I 
a. Back-titration with HCl 
2. BaC12- triethanolamine II 
a. Back-titration \lith HGl 
N. Calcium 




2. NH40Ac extraction 
a. EDTA-alcoho1 separation 
b. Phosphate titration 
P. 
SOd~;'" Gravimetric, Ms2P207 
2. NH40Ac extraction 
a. Flame photometry 
Q. Potassium. 
2. NH40Ac extraction 
a. Flame photometry 
A. Particles <2-mm (pipet method) ao Uncorreoted 7. MINERALOGY 
1. Airdry samples 
8. Carbonate and noncar-
bonate clay 
2. Moist samples 
a. Carbonate and noncar-
bonate clay 
B. Particles >e-mm 
1. Weight estimates 
a. By field .and labora-
tory weighing 
4. FABRIC-RELATED ANALYSES 
6. 
4. NH40Ac, pH 7.0 
&0 Uncorrected 
(modified) 
C. Base saturation 
3. Sum of cations 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES 
A. Organic carbon 
1. Acid-dichromate digestion 
B •. 
a. FeS04 titration 
Nitrogen 
1. Kjeldahl digestion 
a. Ammonia distillation 
A. Instrumental analysis 
1. Preparation 
b ~ Organic-matter removal 
c. Iron removal 
d. Particle-size fractiona-
tion 
2. X-ray diffration 
a. Thin film on glass. 
solution' 
3. Differential thermal 
analysis 
A. Bulk dens i ty 2. Semimicro KJ eldahl 8. MISCELLANEOUS 
1. Saran-coated clods a. Ammonia distillation C. pH 
a. Field state 
b. Airdry 
f. 1/3-bar desorption III 
g. l/lO-bar desorption 
h. OVendry 
3. Cores 
a. Field moist 
B. Water retention 
1. Pressure-plate extraction 
Property ll!!!.U. 
Bulk density g/ cc 
Water retention Pet. oven dry 




1. Dithionite extraction 
a. Dichromate titration 
5. Sodium pyrophosphate 
extraction 
a. Atomic absorption D. 
E. Calcium carbonate 
1- ReI treatment 
a. Gas volumetric 
UNCODED METHODS. RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
~ 
Soil cores, 3x3 in. taken at or Slightly below 
field capacity as in 4A3a above. 
Saturated soil cores equilibrated at indicated 
suction. 
On tension table using asbestos membrane, 
In pressure membrane apparatus. 
Saturated crushed soil sample equilibrated at 
indicated suction. 
In pressure membrane ayparatus. 2.0,6.0,15 
Available water In. of water (pet. water at Pet. water at) . 
per in. of soil field capacity - 15 bar x bulk density 
Field capacity Pct. (wt.) Water content of field samples 24 to 48 hrs. 
after wetting of "'hole soil profile by rainfall, 
1. Soil suspensions 
a. Water dilution 
b. Saturated paste 
c. KCl 
e. caC~2 
Ratios and estimates 
1. To total clay 
3. Co. to Mg (extractable) 
Ref.--Am. Soc. of Agron •• 
No.9, Methods of Soil AnalYsis 
Part 1, Chapter 40 
Part 1 s Chapters 8 and 21 
Part 1, Chapter 8 
Part 1, Chapter 
Part 1, Chapter 19 
Part 1, Chapter 19 
Hydraulic 
eonducti vi ty 








using saturated cores and 30 min. measurement 
periods until rate (vIT) becomes constant. 
Pct. (vol.) total pore space-pct. (voL) water 
at 0.06 bar tension 
Pct. (vol.) total pore space-pct. (vol.) non-
capillary porosity 
Pet. (vol.) water retained at 0 bars suction: 
saturated 
Yoder method, 0"5 mm lower limit 
3-4 
Part 1, Chapter 21 
Soil Sci. 1949. VoL 68(1) 
TABLE 4.- NEW JERSEY SOILS FOR WHICH MEASURED AND PREDICTED MOISTURE 
CHARACTERISTIC DATA ARE COMPARED 
Soil horizon Depth, Page Soil survey Locat ion, Soil series numbers 
Number Name in. in ref. 2 code county 
1 Ap 0-9 Not designated 10-11 S59NJ-13-1 Monmouth 
2 Bit 9-12 
3 B2It 12-18 
4 822t 18-25 
5 831t 25-29 
6 832 29-35 
7 C 35-81 
8 Ap 0-10 Not designated 12-13 S58NJ-3-3 Burl ington 
9 A2 10-23 
10 B2t 23-30 
11 B3 30-38 
12 Cl 38-42 
13 IIC2 42-48 
14 IVC4 52-60 
15 Ap 0-6 Not des i gnated 18-19 S58NJ-8-6 Gloucester 
16 A'I ,. 6-9 
II B21t 9-18 
18 IIB22t 18-28 
19 1II323t 28-60 
20 AB 11-14 Not designated 22-23 S60NJ-Jl-1 Mercer 
21 Ap 0-11 
22 B~~t 14-21 
23 B31 21-28 
24 B32, 833 28-34 
25 IIC 34-42 
26 Ap 0-10 Downer sandy l~am 54-55 S58NJ-8-7 Gloucester 
27 A2 10-16 
28 Bit 16-23 
29 B2t 23-30 
30 I IC1 30-48 
31 IIC2 48-60 
32 Ap 0-8 Downer loamy sand 56-57 S59NJ-5-1 Cape May 
33 A3 15-21 
34 82t 21-30 
35 B3t 30-34 I 36 IIC1 34-37 , 
37 Ap2 .6-11 Downer sandy loam 58-59 S59NJ-6-1 Cumberland 
38 A2 11-17 
39 B2t 17-31 
40 B3t 31-37 
41 lICl 37-46 
42 Ap 0-10 Not designated 6-7 S60NJ-4-2 Camden 
43 A2 10-18 
44 Bit 18-22 
45 82t 22-28 
46 B3t 28-33 
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TABLE 4.- Continued. 
Soil horizon Depth, Page Soil survey Location, Soi 1 series numbers 
Number Name in. in ref. 2 code county 
47 Ap 0-10 Matapeake silt loam 84-85 S58NJ-12-1 Middlesex 
48 A2, B1 10-12 
.49 B2lt 12-21 
50 B22t 21-27 
51 IICI 27-34 
52 IIIC2 34-40 
53 Ap 0-9 Mattapex taxadjunct 88-89 S57NJ-12-2 Middlesex 
54 A2 9-12 
55 B2lt 12-19 
56 B3 22-28 
57 IICl 28-34 
58 Ap 0-10 Mattapex taxadjunct 92-93 S58NJ-12-2 Middlesex 
59 B2lt 10-13 
60 B22t 13-20 
61 B23t 20-24 
62 B24t 24-31 
63 IICl 31-39 
64 All, A12 0-4 Ga1estown loamy sand 100-101 S58NJ-3-1 Burlington 
65 A2 4-26 
66 BIt 26-32 
67 B2t 32-40 
6H I IC1 40-62 
69 All, A12 0-5 Galestown loamy sand 102-103 S58NJ-3-2 Burl i ngton 
70 A2 5-27 
71 Bl t 27-36 
72 B2t 36-48 
73 C 48-60 
74 A'2 3-14 Evesboro sand 24-25 S58NJ-5-3 Cape May 
75 AI, A2, B2 0-3 
76 B'l 14-25 
77 B'2 25-36 
78 C 36-48 
79 AI, A2 0-7 Colts Neck taxadjunct 34-35 S59NJ-13-4 Monmouth 
80 Bl 7-18 
81 B2t 18-27 
82 B3t 27-33 
83 C 33-48 
84 A2 1-3 Colts Neck taxadjunct 36-37 S59NJ-13-3 Monmouth 
85 Bl 3-8 
86 B2lt 8-17 
87 B22t 17-25 
88 Cl 25-48 
89 A'2 0-1.5 Au ra taxadju nct 38-39 S58NJ-8-1 Gloucester 
90 Al, A2, B 1. 5-11 
91 B'2lt 11-16 
92 B'22t 16-30 
93 IIIB'24t 30 
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TABLE 4.- Continued. 
Soil horizon Depth, Page Soil survey Location, Soil series numbers 
Number Name in. in ref. 2 code county 
94 Al 0-4.5 Freehold taxadjunct 40-41 S56NJ-3-1 Burl i ngton 
95 A2 4.5-12 
96 B1 12-20 
97 B2t 20-30 
98 B3t 30-36 
99 IIC2 38-42 
100 II IC3 42-63 
101 All, A12, A13 0-5 Matapeake taxadjunct 42-43 S57NJ-12-1 Middlesex 
102 A'~ ,- 5-13 
103 B21t 13-21 
104 B;~2tg 21-31 
105 rIC 31-63 
106 A'2 0.5-1 Downer sandy loam 44-45 S57NJ-8-1 Gloucester 
107 A') l. 1.5-11 
108 B'2lt 11-18 
109 B'22t 18-25 
110 B'23t 25-32 
111 A1 0-1.5 Downer sandy loam 46-47 S57NJ-8-2 Gloucester 
112 A'2 1.5-14 
113 B'21t 14-24 
114 B'22t 24-32 
115 I fC2 . 32-66 
116 A'2 4-13 Downer loamy sand 48-49 S57NJ-8-3 Gloucester 
117 B't 13-24 
118 IIC2 30-46 
119 A2 2-13 Downer loamy sand 50-51 S58NJ-5-1 Cape May 
120 A3 13-19 
121 B1 19-21 
122 B2t 21-28 
123 B3t 28-32 
124 C1 32-38 
125 C2 38-43 
126 API, AP2 0-7 Downer loamy sand 52-53 S58NJ-5-2 Cape May 
127 A2 7-16 
128 B1 16-19 
129 B2t 19-27 
130 B3t 27-37 
131 Al 0-3 Sassafras taxadjunct 60-61 S58NJ-6-1 Cumberl and 
132 A2 3-12 
133 B1 12-23 
134 B2t 23-33 
135 B3 33-37 
136 IIC 37-48 
137 BIt 17-23 Westphalia taxadj~nct 62-63 S59NJ-4-1 Camden 
138 B2t 23-34 
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TABLE 4.- Concluded. 
Soil horizon Depth, Page Soil survey Location, Soi 1 seri es numbers 
Number Name in. ;n ref. 2 code county 
139 A'2 2-9 Aura coarse sandy loam 64-65 S58NJ-8-2 Gloucester 
140 AI, A2, B 0-2 
141 B'lt 9-13 
142 IIB'21t 13-19 
143 A'2 4-10 Aura sandy loam 66-67 S58NJ-8-3 Gloucester 
144 B'l 10-15 
145 B'2lt 15-22 
146 AI, A2, B 0-4 
147 lIB '22t 22-27 
148 Al 0-5 Freehold sandy loam 74-75 S56NJ-3-2 Burlington 
149 A2 5-14 
150 B1 14-21 
lSI B2t 21-34 
152 B3t 34-41 
153 IIC 41-108 
154 A'21 1-8 Freehold sandy loam 76-77 SS7NJ-13-1 Monmouth 
lS5 A'22 8-13 
lS6 A'3 13-16 
157 B'2lt 16-23 
IS8 B'22t 23-28 
lS9 B'3t 28-38 
160 IIC1 38-44 
161 Al 0-3 Matapeake taxadjunct 80-81 S57NJ-ll-1 Mercer 
162 A2 3-13 
163 B1 13-16 
164 B21t 16-20 
165 B22t 20-25 
166 B3t 2S-29 
167 IlC 29-40 
168 Al 0-4 Matapeake taxadjunct 82-83 SS7NJ-12-3 Middlesex 
169 A2 4-11 
170 Blt 11-18 
. 171 B2t 18-28 
172 IlCl 28-38 
173 IIC2 38-50 
174 Al 0-4 Westphalia taxadjunct 94-95 S59NJ-8-1 Gloucester 
175 A21 4-17 
176 A22 17-26 
177 Bt 26-36 
178 Al 0-5 Westphalia taxadjunct 96-97 SS9NJ-3-2 Burlington 
179 A2 5-23 
180 B2t 23-31 
181 B3t 31-39 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
An E~xample of the computational steps involved in the application of the Arya-
Paris model is given in table 3. The soil sample used in the example repre-
sents horizon B23t (20- to 24-inch depth) of a New Jersey soil described in 
table 1. Particle-size distribution and bulk density data for this horizon are 
given in figure 1. Measured and predicted moisture characteristics are 
compared in figure 2. 
A Fortran program was developed to carry out the computational procedure using 
the" New Jer'sey soils data. A listing of the program and the execute file are 
given in appendix A. The program utilizes the International Mathematical and 
Statistical Libraries (IMSL) subroutine IQHSCU to fit a quasi-cubic Hermite 
polynomial to the particle-size data. The model is then used to compute soil 
water pressure and water content. The program output is giYen in appendix B. 
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TABLE 3.- AN EXAMPLEa OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR THE' ARYA-PARIS 
MODEL OF THE MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC 
Particle-















0.5917 em3; e = 0.56805; r = 72.0 dynes/em; eos 0 = 
Pw = 1.0 g/cm3; 9 = 980 cm/sec2; a = 1.38 1~ 
Vy .• j=i 6y .• 6y .• , 
. ~ vy .• , 1 ni np-a) r i • J= J , 
cm3 cm3/cm3 cm3/cm3 cm cm3 
0.03001 0.03001 0.051 
0.00643 0.03644 0.062 0.057 6.41x109 1.88xl0-4 6.33x10- 7 
0.01586 0.05230 0.088 0.075 1.24xl09 3.50x10-4 2.01xl0-6 
0.01629 0.06859 0.116 0.102 1.30xl08 8.25xlO-4 6.63xlO-6 
0.02465 0.09324 0.158 0.137 2.46xl07 1.55xl0-3 1.82xlO-5 
0.02572 0.11896 0.201 0.180 5.54x106 2.74xlO- 3 4.03x10- 5 
0.03430 0.15326 0.259 0.230 1.80x106 4.20xlO- 3 7.98x10- 5 
0.02144 0.17470 0.295 0.277 1. 71xl05 1.03xlO-2 2.34x10-4 
0.01393 0.18863 0.319 0.307 1.39xl04 2.66xlO- 2 7.53xl0-4 
0.01501 0.20364 0.344 0.332 1.20x103 6.76xl0-2 2.80xl0- 3 
0.00429 0.20793 0.351 0.348 1.00x102 1.74xlO-1 7.70x10- 3 
0.00322 0.21115 0.357 0.354 1. 76xlOl 3.36x10- 1 1.52x10-2 















aThe example is for soil horizon B23t of a New Jersey soil described in table 1. Input data 































SOIL: S58NJ-12-2 ~ 
HORIZOi~: 623t J 
Ph = 1.69 gcm-3 
10 
SEE TABLE 1. 
100 
PARTICLE DIAMETER, 11m 
Figure 1.- Particle-size distribution curve and bulk density data for a 










































o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
WATER CONTENT, cm3/cm3 
Figure 2.- A comparison between measured and predicted moisture 
characteristics for a New Jersey soil described in figure 1. 
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5. MOISTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW JERSEY SOILS 
Measured and predi cted moi stu re characteri st fcs for 181 New Jersey soil hori-
zons (listed in table 3) are compared in appendix B. For any given horizon, 
the input and output data are listed on one page and the measured and predicted 
moisture characteristics are plotted on the facing page. Pressure is plotted 
on a 10garHhmic scale. The cycles on the logarithmic scale are separated by 
the symbol I and are designated by the powers of 10. Within a given cycle, 
there are two rows of numbers, the upper and the lower. A pair of upper and 
lower numbers constitute the two significant digits to the right of the decimal 
poi nt • Thus, a poi nt represented by (~) on a cycl e of 10 2 is to be read as 
0.25 x 102• Each plot also shows the sum of absolute differences of the 
logarithms of the measured and predicted soil water pressures. 
A limited resolution is inherent in the printer plots presented in appendix B. 
This limitation results in the jagged portions of the computed curve in some 
plots. ThE! plots are adequate, however, for a visual comparison of the 




The data presented in appendix B show that for a large number of soil horizons 
the predicted and the measured moisture characteristic curves are in close 
agreement. For several soil materials, however, the agreement between the two 
curves appears somewhat marginal. A wide disagreement between the two types 
of data is also evident in some cases. The disagreements between the measured 
and the predicted data could be a result of limitations in the model under 
certain specific conditions. On the other hand, they could be a result of 
uncertainties in the inputs to the model. Also, they could result from errors 
in the measured moisture characteristic data. While an uncertainty of ±5 per-
cent in the particle-size distribution and ±0.1 gram per cubic centimeter in 
the bulk density data may not be uncommon, additional disparity between the 
measured and the predicted data may result from variable laboratory proce-
dures. The method of measuring water retention by the New Jersey AgricuHural 
Experiment Station is given in table 2. A tension table in the pressure range 
from 0.02 to 0.33 bar and a pressure membrane apparatus from 1 to 15 bars were 
employed. Results from· these two methods may not always be compatible. In 
several instances, the measured curves show a somewhat discontinuous pattern 
from 0.33 to 2 bar pressure. (See soil horizons 15, 26, 27, 32, 79,90, and 
174 for examples.) In other cases, errors in the measured data are obvious. 
(See soil horizons 46, 51, 52, 122, 133, and 142 for examples.) Additionally, 
some variability around each of the measured data points should be expected; 
however, variability associated with the New Jersey data cannot be ascertained 
because of the total lack of replication. This is especially the case where. 
bias in determining the equilibrium moisture content is present. 
Thus, some disparity between the predicted and the measured data must be 
expected. From the point of view of testing the predictive ability of the 
Arya-Paris model, however, the similarity between the shapes of the measured 
and the predicted curves would seem to be of greater significance. This model 
is based on the contention that the particle-size distribution is the primary 
determinant of the pore-size distribution. Therefore, provided the capillar-
ity equation is valid over the range of the moisture content considered, the 
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similarity between the shapes of " the predicted and the measured curves should 
support the above contention. The data presented in appendix B show that for 
several soil horizons the predicted and the measured curves are almost 
coincident; for a large number of other horizons, despite some disparity, 
their shapes are strikingly similar. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of the evaluations carried out and reported in this document, 
though encouraging, are not conclusive because of the uncertain nature of the 
model inputs and measured moisture characteristic data. The authors strongly 
recommend that detailed particle-size distribution, bulk density, and moisture 
characteristic data of high quality be obtained to test the Arya-Paris model. 
It is i.!l1portant that replication be used to obtain a measure of natural vari-
ability. Measurement bias resulting from poor laboratory techniques must be 
checked and eliminated. Also, experiments must be designed to test the 
effects of variations in specific soil parameters, such as bulk density, 
particle-size distributions for a given textural class, organic matter, and 
mineral composition. Additional experiments to examine the nature of the 
model parameter a should lead to an improved formulation of the relationship 
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A LISTING OF THE FORTRAN. PROGRAM USED TO GENERATE APPENDIX B 

APPENDIX A 
A LISTING OF THE FORTRAN PROGRAM USED TO GENERATE APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains the computer listing of the SMOD3 program, which was 
used to generate appendix B. Additionally, the file for executing this pro-
gram on the Earth Observations Division Laboratory (EODL) System ;s provided. 
A-I 
FILE: SM003 FORTRAN J EODl I JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC,SMOOOOIO C . , ' ,C SM000020 
C THIS PROGRAM READS IN PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBUTION DATA (8 POINTS), C SM000030 
CAULK DENSITY. AND MEASURED SOIL WATER CONTENT VERSUS SOIL C SM000040 C WATER PRESSURE nATA. THE PROGRAM THEN USES IMSL ' C SM000050 
C SUBROUTINES TO FIT A HERMITE POLYNOMIAL TO THE PARTICLE, C SM000060 
c SIZE DATA AND TO EVALUATE THE POLYNOMIAL AT SPECIFIED POINTS. C SM000070 
C THE ARYA-PARIS ~OOEL IS THEN USED TO COMPUTE THE PREDICTED SOIL C SMOOOOaO 
C WATER CONTENT VERSUS SOIL WATER PRESSURE FROM THE PARTICLE SIZE C SM000090 
C AND AlJlK DENSITY DATA. FINAllY. THE INPUT AND CALCULATED DATA ARE C SMOOOIOO C PRINTEO OUT ALONG wITH A PLOT OF THE PREDICTEO AND MEASURED WATER C SM000110 
C CONTENT ,VERSUS PRESSURE CURVES. C SM000120 C C SM000130 C C SMOOO] 40 
C THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL WAS DEVELOPED BY: C SM000150 
C L. ARYA (LEMSCO. HOUSTON.Tx. 770,6) . C SM000160 C J. PARIS (NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER. HOUSTON,TX. 77058) C SM000170 
C C SMOOOl80 
C THE PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED BY: C SM000190 
C J. RICHTER (LEMSCO. HOIJSTON, TX. 77058) C SM000200 
CJ. PA.RIS (NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON,TX. 77058' C SM000210 
C S. DAVIDSON (LEMSCO~ HOUSTON,TX. 77058) . C SM000220 C C SM000230' 
C C SM000240 
C DEFINITION OF VARYAALES C SMO~0250 C C SM000260 
C NAMF- MEANING C SM000270 C C SM000280 
C NP NUMBER OF PARTICLE SIZES SPECIFIED ON THE PARTICLE C SM000290 
C SIZE DISTRIBUTION CURVE AS OUTPUT FROM THE C SM000300 
C HERMITE POLYNOMIAL C SM000310 C ,C SM000320, 
C CUMPER(I).I=l,NP CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE CORRESPONDING TO C SM000330 
C VARIOUS PARTICLE SIZES C SM000340 C LAST DATA POINT ~UST CORRESPOND TO lOO~ , C SM000350 C C SM000360 
C WII)9 I=l,NP WEIGHTS IG) AETWEEN SuCESSIVE SIZES C SM000370 C C S~0003ao 
C PO PARTICLE DENSITY (G/ce) C SM000390 C CSM000400 
C BO DR' HULK D,ENSITY (G/CC) C SM000410 
. c SM000420 
C E VOID RATIO '(CC/CC) C SM000430 C C SM000440 
C VSUM(I), I=l,NP SUM OF PORE VOLUMES FOR PARTICLE SIZE C SM000450 C· RANGES FROM SMALLEST T9 ITH RANGE CCC) C SM000460 
C C SM000470 
C THEVC(J),I=l,NP VOLIJMETRIC WATER CONTENT (CC/CC), COMPUTED C SM000480 C C 5101000490 
C THAVVCII),I=l,NP MEAN VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT (CCICC), COMPUTED C SM000500 C C SM000510 
C DU(I), l=l,NP PARTICLE DIAMETER (UPPER ENOl OF A SIZE INTERVAL C SM000520 C (MICROMETERS) C SM000530 C C SM000540 
C RUCM(I),I=l,NP PARTICLE RADIUS (UPPER ENO) OF A SIZE INTERVAL (CM)C SM000550 C C SM000560 
C ~MEAN(I),I=l,NP MEAN PARTICLE RADIUS (CMI FOR THE SIZE INTERVAL C SM000570 C C 5101000580 
C CAPRAD(I),I=l,NP EFFECTIVE PORE RADIUS (CM) C SM000590 C C SM000600 
C PSI II" l=l,NP SOIL WATER PRESSURE (CMI C SM000610 C C 5"1000620 
C THEOB(t), 1=1.6 MEASURED WATER CONTENT VALUES AT PRESSURES C SMon0630 C SPECIFIED IN ARRAY TENOS. C SM000640 C C SM000650 
C TENOB(I), I=l,R THE PRESSURE VALUES AT WHICH THE WATER CONTENT WAS C S~000660 
C MEASURED. C SM000670 C . / C 5"1000680 
C ALPHA EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED CONSTANT, 1.31 TO 1.43 ' C SM000690 C C SM000700 




IVSUM(29),CAPRAD(29' tPSI(29) ,RUCM(?9' ,THAVVC(29) 9 SM000730 
2RMEAN(29),ALGTEN(29),THEOB(B),TENOB(8l SM000740 
LOGICAL*l S(SI.HIS) SM000750 SM000760 
INITIAL CONDITIONS SM000770 SM000760 SM000190 DATA TENOB/l.5E~,6.0E3,2.0E~,1.OE3,3.3E2,1.OE2,60.0920.01 
A-2 
FlU: SMOD3 FORTRAN J .fOOl I JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
c . . 
C SPECIFICATION OF INPUT PARAMETERS C . 
WRITE(1(,.944) 
94~ FORMAT(' ENTER ALPHA:'! 
REAO(16.383)ALPHA . 





141 FORMAT(' SHOULD ALL SOILS BE USED? 1 FOR YES, 0 FOR NO I) 
READ (\ S'}421 IANS 
H2 FORMAT (11 I 
C C SUBROUTINE HERMIT IS CALLED TO ~EAO IN THE DATA ANO TO 
e COMPUTE A HERMITE POLYNOMIAL eURVE FIT. 
C 
C 
no 1 NNS=I.2.qO CALL HERMIT(DU,CUMPER.THEOB,BD,S9H,IEOF,I5KIP,IANS) 
IFIIEOF.EQ.IIGO T~ 999 
C THESE STATf~ENTS PRINT OUT THE INPUT DATA. 
C WP.ITE(11.91)01)NNS,(S(II 91=1,81, (H(Y) ,I=l,fH· QODI FOR~AT(·t3.1X.16All 
WRITEIA.810INNS . 
810 FORMATI'1'./11.4X.'SOIL HORIZON NUMBEr ',I3,SX, 
~'I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 1'1 WRITEI").7?OIAO 
720 FOR~AT(' '.III/I.SX,'OENSITY OATA:t,II,5X,tBULK DENSITY =', 
~F~.2'lX,'G/CM**3',',5X,·PARTICLE OENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3', 
$' ASSU~ED CONSTANT') 
WPtTEI6.All) 
ell FOP.MATlt t,IIIII,SX,'MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA:I) 
\OR IT E 16. A III ) 
·AIII FOAMATI'0',4X,'SOIL WATER CONTENT',2X,'SOIL WATER PRESSUREI) 
WRITE (6,AlI2) 
RIIZ FORMAT(' '.10X,t(CC/CC)f,13X.'C-CM H20)',/) 
C C THESE STATEMENTS COMPUTE THE PREDICTED WATER CONTENT VERSUS 
C TENSION· RELATIONSHIP USING THE ARYA-PARIS MODEL. 
e 
DO .ql;~ 1=1,8 
IF(THEOA(I).LE.O.O)GO TO R12 
THEORlt)=THEOgCIl/lOO.O 
A12 WRITEI~.~ll)THEOR(I).TENOR(I) 
Al3 FORMATI' '.11X,F5.3,14X,E9.3) 
PL=O 
DO 20 t=l,NP 




DO 21 I=l.NP 
RIJC"1 II) = DUII)OO.OOOOS 
RMEAN(I)=O.5 0 (RUCM(II • RLI 
RL=RUCIoI(II 
2'1 CO NT I NtlF. 
PI=1.1415927 
E=(PO - BOl/8D 
THfL=O. 
00 22 r = 2.NP VSU"1(I)=(CUMPF.R(II*EI/CIOo.*PD) 
THEvCrtl=VSUM(ll*RD 
THAVVC(I)=O.S*(THEL • THEVC(I» 
THEL=fHEVC(II 
XN=3.#WII)/(4.*Pt*PD*RMEANIII**3) 
EPI=l" - ALPHA CAPRAO(I)=SQRTI4.*(~N**EPtl*E·IRMEAN(I)**2)/6.) 
PSI(I) = -0.146941 CAPRAO(I) 
22 ALGTEN(I)=ALOGI0(-PSI(I» 
c C THESE STATEMENTS PRINT OUT THE ARYA-PARlS MODEL OUTPUT. 
e 
WRlTEH"ZOOll 2001 FORMAlI' t.I/III.17X,'PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA',26X, 
"PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA" 
A-3 
5M000800 


























SM001180 5"1001190 SM001200 
5M001210 
5"1001220 5"1001230 5M001240 
5M001250 
5M001260 

















/ SMOO 1480 S104001490 
SM001SOO 























AOO FORMAT(IO'.4X.'UPPER PARTICLE DIAM.',3X.'PERCENT PARTICLES', 
$3X.'INT~RVAL FRACTION'.8X.'SOJL WATER CONTENT'.JX. $'SOIL WATER PRESSURE',) . 
WRITE(6.8011 . 
80} FORMAT(' 1,6X,'( MICROMETERS I',BX.'LESS THAN DIAM.', 
$8~.'( GIG )I,17X,'( CC/CC )1,12X.'( -CM H20 )',/) . 
W'H TE (~.203)'OU (1) .CUMPER (11 ,\II (11 




WRITE(6.901) .' . 
FORMAT!' 1,1111,5X,'ALPHA = 1.3~1) 
SU"'1=O. 
ALP1=0.OOOl 
00 2 MtN=I,6 . 
ICHK:(-PSI(29)/(ALIM*lO.O) 
IF(ICHK.GT.IO.O)GO TO 2 
N"'IN:MIN-3 
2 CO"lTINUE 
THIS ~URROUTINE SETS UP THE PLOT AXIS, PLOTS THE DATA AND 
PRtNTS IT OUT. 
CALL PIMAGE(THAVVC,PSI,NMIN,NP,THF.OB,TENOB) 
THESE STATEMENTS CALCULATE AND PRINTOUT THE SUM OF DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN THE OBSERVED AND COMPUTED DATA~ 
00 60 1=1,,] 
IF!THF.OR(II.LF..O.O)GOTO 1 
IF' (THEOe (I) .lI:. THAVVC (1» GO 
DO 61 J=hNP 
61 IF'(THAVVC(J).GE.THEOB(I)lGO 
GO TO 60 







THIS SU8ROUTINE CALCULATES' INTERPOLATED VALUES OF WATER CONTENT 
FOR usE IN CALCULATING THE SUM OF' DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEASURED 














































CALL INTEPP(XO,xl,VG.Vl.THEOB(I).v) 5"1002050 
ALGTOB=A·LOG 1 OHf.NOB (I) ) S~002060 
SUM=SUM + ABS(ALGTOB - Y) SM002070 
~o CONTINUE SM002080 
WQITE{~.70J)NNS.SUM SM002090 
703 FORMAT(t 1.llllhl0X,'SOIL HORIZON NUMSERi.I4,15X,'0 MEASURED I '.S"I002100 $1 • PREDICTEO SUM' OF (AHSILOG(PSIM)-LOG(PSIP»)) = i,E12.5ISM002110 
1 CONTINUf. SM002120 
999 CONTINUE 5"1002130 
STOP SM002140 
pm SM002150 
SUBROUTINE INTEPP(XO,Xl,YO,Vl.X,Y) SM002160 
8=(YI-YO)/(XI-XO) SM002170 
A:Yl-BoXl SM002180 
Y:A + BOX SM002190 
RETURN S~002200 
ENO 5M002210 
THIS SUBROUT~Nf CONSTRUCTS THE PLOT AXIS AND PLOTS THE PREDICTED 




INTEGER~2 HI' 'I,O/'-'I,Ar/'I9/,AX/,o'I,AZ/IOw/,A1/~7'/9 
lAl/I1,I.A2/'2'/.A3/13J/.A4/'4"'A~/'51/,A6/161/,AP/'.'I 






























DO 30 l=hS8 ' 
00 31 J=1,131 AI"1AG[Cr,JI:B 
CO'H1NUE 
CONTINUE ' 
00 12 J=11,131 frIMAGE C 2.JI =0 
AI~AGt:C~lhJI=O 
00 33 1=2,'51'1 ' 
AII4AGE C I .111 =0 
A t ~ A GE: C I , 131 I =0, 
no 34 J=l ,1~1,20 




A IMAGE C JlhA 1 =112 
AIMAG~C?6,R)=A3 
AIMAGE('34. A )=A4 
AIMIIGf:C42.~I=A'5 
A I ~ II GF: C 5 0, A 1 = 116 
AI'-1AGEC'5a.a'I=A7 
A IM'AG~: C 23., 4 1 =RW 
AI"1AGf.:C24.41=AA 
AI""IIGF:C?''5.4)=AT 











AIMAG[ C3>h21 =ALP 
II 1'1AG[ 13lh 8 1 =RRP 
A1MAGf(3A.SI=RSL 





THESE STATEMENTS PLOT THE PREDICTED DATA. C 
C LOWER::NMIN 
DO 70 I=2.NP 
,tX=CALnG10C-PSICIII - FLOAT(LOWER)I*20 •• 0.5 
lX=IX + 11 lY=CTHETAVIII)*80. + 0.5 
IY=IY + 2 
70 AIMAGECIY,IXI=AP 




DO 11 1=I.R 
TX=CALOG10CT~NOBCt)I-FLOATILOWEHI'*20.0+0.5 




THESE STATE~~NTS WRITE OUT THE AXIS, AXIS LABELS AND THE 
ARRAY CO~TAIN1NG THE PLOT 
WRtTE (f,,1 00) 
100 FORMATCIH11 
'oiRtTEr.6.7301 
73,~ FORMAT(' '.11111,35X,'SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I,', 
$' -eM H20 CLOG 5CALE ',', II 
00 72 1=106 
72 N(I'=NMIN + I 



























































































FO~~4TII0x.6(2A~.A4)/IOX.~(2AfrtA4» 00 50 1=}.58 . 
50 
101 















.THIS SUBROUTINE REAOS IN THE INPUT DATA. CHECKS FOR MISSING OR 
INVALID DATA ANn SETS UP THE ARRAYS FOR INPUT TO AN IMSL 
SURROUTINf. THE ARRAYS DIMENSIONED AT 10 ARE FOR THE INPUT DATAe 
THE ARRAYS OIMENSIONEn AT 2Q ARE FOR THE OUTPUT FROM THE CURVE 














IF(IANS.EQ.IIGO TO 24 
WRITE(1">.?O) 
20 FORMATI'ENTER SOIL NUM8ER •• I3 FORMAT •• ENTER 999 TO STOP". 
REAO I 1<;.21.1NSOIL 
71 FORMAT 1 I3) 
IF(NSOIL.EQ.9Q9'GO TO 999 
IS~IP=(NSOIl-ll*3-ISKIP 
IF(lSKIP.FQ.01GO TO 24 
no 22 I=l.ISKIP 
2:? REAQ(A.('3110lJMMY 
?3 FOR"'4T(Al) ?4 ISKIP=ISKIP+3 . 
REM) 1 ~.l O.END=99Q) (S (I t. 1=1.8·). IH (IJ, 1=1 ,al ,t(2) 9BO, 
.ty (9) .YIA) ,Y(7) ,v (6) 'Y (5) ,y (4), Y 131 . 
10 FOR"IAT(?X.16Al.?X.F5.1,lSx,FS.2,1tS.ll 




00 801 IL=2.9. 






Y 181 =Y (8) +Y (7) 
YI9'=YI9'·Y(SI 
Y(1I=0. 
. DO 100 K=1.9 
100IFIY(K).GT.Ioo.OOIYIKI=100.O 
DO 101 MN=l.oA 
IF(THEOR(MNI.LE.O.O)GO TO 24 
101 THEOB(MN)=THEOAIMN)*BD 
YCNXI=lOO. 
NOUT=10 CALL INTRP(X.XlOG.V.C,PS,P5LOG.CD,NX,ICy 
$ IOPT.N!N.NOUT.TOlERCI 
00 404 M=2.29 
COIFF=COIMj-CDCM-l) . 





THIS SU8ROUTINE IS CALLED FROM SUBROUTINE HERMIT. THE 




























































SM003910 5""'003920 SM003930 5M003940 5M003950 





DIMENSION X(NXI.YINXI,C4NX,31.PSI?9),CO(29I, $XLOG(NX).PSLOG(291 
CALL UGETIOIIOPT,NIN,NOUT) 
DO 10 L=2,NX 
XLOGIll=TOLERC 
XLOGILl=ALOAI0(X(L» 
110 CONT I NUE CALL IQHSCUIXLOG,Y,NX,C,IC,IER) 
CALL KNOT(PS,PSLOG) 
CALL JCSEVUIXLOG.Y,NX,C,IC,PSLOG,CO,29,IER) RETURN . 
ENI) 
THIS SURROUTINE .IS CALLED FROM SURROUTINE INTRP. ITS PURPOSE 
IS TO CALCULATE THE POINTS AT WHICH TO EVALUATE THE HERMITE POLYNOMIAL. . . 
SURPOUTTNF. KNOTIPS,PSLOG) 
OI~ENSION M(27),PS(29),PSLOG(29) 








0.0 20 t<=h29 






































FILE: 5"'003 EXEC J EOOl I JOHN~ON SPACE CENTER 
&CONTROL OFF 
FTLFOEF 15 TERM (PERM 
FTLF.nF.F 16 TERM (PERM 
FILFnFF ~ DISK NJSOIL LISTING 0 (PERM 
FtLEoEF 8 DISK SOIL DATA L (PERM 
FTLFnEF 10 OISK SHOD] MSGS 0 (PERM 
FTlEnEF 11 DISK SOIL TYPE D (PERM RECFM F LRECl 20 BLKSIZE 20 GF.TntSI< IMSL 
GLnRAL TXTlIB CMSLIR FORTM002 SIMSLIB OIMSLIB 
LOAn SH003 (CLEAR START 6.fX IT . 
A-8 
APPENDIX B 
A COMPARISON OF LABORATORY-MEASURED AND MODEL-PREDICTED MOISTURE 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR. 181 NEW JERSEY SOIL HORIZONS 

APPENDIX B 
A COMPARISON OF LABORATORY-MEASURED AND MODEL-PREDICTED MOISTURE 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR 181 NEW JERSEY SOIL HORIZONS 
I n this appendi x, the measured and predi cted' mo; sture character; st; cs for 181 
New Jersey soil horizons are compared. The material for each soil horizon is 
arranged so that the listing of input and output data and the plot of the 





SOIL HORIZON NUMBER ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.63 G/CM o0 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM003 ASSIIMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOIsTURE CHARA~TERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER P4RTJCL[ DIAM. 






























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
I CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« -CM H20 » 
0.015 0.~8654E.06 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
"iii ;;10 ;;10 ;;iO "'iii' elO 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990134680258250506319~0 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1.-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
o 
.10 - o 
.0 















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 2 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) : 
DENSITY- DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.70 G/CH·.3 
PARTICLE OENSITy = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PA~TICLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICROMET£RS ) LESS THAN OIAM. « GIG 
1.00 13.8 0.138 
2.00 16.2 0.024 
3.00 17.8 0.016 
4.00 19.3 0.014 
5.00 20.6 0.013 
6.00 21.7 0.012 
7.00 22.8 0.011 
8.00 23.8 0.010 
9.00 24.8 0.010 
10.00 25.7 0.009 
20.00 32.8 0.071 
30.00 38.7 0.059 
40.00 43.3 0.046 
50.00 46.5 0.032 
60.00 48.5 0.020 
70.00 49.8 0.013 
80.00 51.0 0.012 
90.00 52.2 0.012 
100.00 53.5 0.013 
200.00 67.3 0.138 
300.00 77.9 0.106 
400.00 87.4 0.095 
500.00 93.3 0.059 
600.00 96.4 0.031 
700.00 98.1 0.018 
1l00.00 99.1 0.010 
900.00 99.6 0.005 
1000.00 99.8 0.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.002 
ALPHA = 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 


























































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
~10 ~lO *10, *10 *10 -10 

































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 3 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.62 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
« MICROMETERS 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
\, 
./ 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 'LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
-10 -10 -10 "10 <>10. "10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 4 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.64 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM*.3 ASSOMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
« MICROM£TERS I 
PERCENT PARTICLES 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
\, 
INT£RVAL FRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -C~ H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
"10 "10 "10 "iO "10·. "iO 
111111222231445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319~O 346802582505063199 . 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 5 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION » 
DENSITY DATAl 
AULK DENSITY = 1.60 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM·o3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICL£ SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL wAT£R PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
"10 "10 "10. "iii ;;10· -Iii 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 6 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK DENSITY = 1.51 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERC£NT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
I MICROMETERS I LESS THAN OJAM. I GIG ) 
1.00 11.4 0.114 
2.00 1l.7 0.003 
3.00 12.0 0.003 
4.00 12.3 0.003 
5.00 12.6 0.003 
6.00 12.8 0.003 
7.00 13.0 0.002 
8.00 13.3 0.002 
9.00 13.5 0.002 
10.00 13.7 0.002 
20.00 15.0 0.013 
30.00 16.5 0.015 
40.00 17 .9 0.015 
50.00 19.1 0.012 
60.00 20.2 0.011 
70.00 21.4 0.012 
80.00 22.A 0.014 
90.00 24.2 0.015 
100.00 25.A 0.016 
200.00 47.9 0.221 
300.00 65.6 0.177 
400.00 81.2 0.156 
500.00 90.5 0.093 
600.00 95.1 0.046 
100.00 91.6 0.025 
AOO.OO 99.0 0.014 
900.00 99.6 0.006 
1000.00 99.8 0.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.002 
ALPHA = 1.38 
./ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I. ~eM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
23456 

















.70 1-------------------1-------------------1----0 --------------l----------p--------I-------------------I-------------------1 





SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 7 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.53 6/CM--3 
PARTICLE OENSITY = 2.65 6/CH--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 



























ALPHA = 1.38 
-_/ 
PERCENT PARTICLES 
























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHAHACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 



























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI). -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-iO -iD ~lv ~lO *10 - @-lO 
111111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
0134680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 




















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 8 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.57 G/CMoo3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH.o3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER pRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
123 4 5 6 
~iij ';;'jO ';;'io, G-IO 010. ....io 
1ll11122~2J1445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 146802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 9 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATA: 
AULK DENSITY ~ 1.63 G/CH·.3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 






























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I •. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-iO . -in *iu *10 -10· -iO 
111111222233445561781111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1--------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
- .





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 10 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.53 6/CM··3 
·PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. ( GIG » 
1.00 7.5 0.075 
2.00 7.6 0.001 
3.00 7.7 0.001 
4.00 7.8 0.001 
5.00 7.9 0.001 
6.00 8.0 0.001 
7.00 8.0 0.001 
B.OO 801 0.001 
9.00 8.2 0.001 
10.00 8.2 0.001 
20.00 8.6 0.004 
30.00 9.2 0.006 
40.00 10.0 0.008 
50.00 10.7 0.007 
60.00 11.1 0.004 
70.00 11.8 0.007 
80.00 13.4 0.016 
90.00 16.0 0.026 
100.00 19.5 0.035 
200.00 49.1 0.296 
300.00 67.0 0.119 
400.00 19.9 0.129 
500.00 89.5 0.096 
600.00 95.3 0.058 
100.00 97.9 0.026 
800.00 91'1.9 3:·3A2 900.00 99.3 
1000.00 99.4 0.001 
2000.00 100.0 0.006 
ALPHA = 1.38 
./ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE. CHARACTERISTIC DATA 












































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 • 5 6 
"10 ~lO ~lG *iG -io· .10 
11111122223344~56778111111222233445567781111112222334455.677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}1111222233445S6778 
o 346802582505063199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I------------~------I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
.. ." . 
. . o 0 
o 
o 
.10 - o 
o 














SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 11 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
RUL~ DENSITY = 1.49 6/CM o0 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
\\ 
INTERVAL FRACTION 





























PREOICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 ) 
0.012 0.11549E+06 
0.024 0.50096£"05 

































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I. -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 .56 
"10 "10 "10 .. "10 oH)· "10 1111112?2233445567781111112222334~55677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 






























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 12 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY = 1.51 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY:: 2.65 G/C"'**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































PREDICTED HOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 Z 3 " 4" 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10" "iO 


























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 13 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK DENSITY = 1.54 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/cr~**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8t:nON DATA 
UPP[R PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
























0.391 0.1 5407£+02 




















SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
2 3 4 5 0 
§10- *10 *10 010 010. *10 
111111222231445507781111112222134455077811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
013468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901340802582505063199 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 14 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.54 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE OENSITY z 2.65 6/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBU;ION DATA 






























ALPHA .. 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 
























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
































































SOIL wATER PRESSURE I PSI I, -:-CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
"'0 *10 *10· *10 *10 *10 
1111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111i222233445567781"tiil12222)344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 - .. .. . -
o 
o o 
. . o 
o 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 15 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA! 
BULK DENSITY = 1652 G/CH--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 

























ALPHA II 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 



























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 







































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, . -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 0 
!ole ~lo 010 -=-10 wiG. -iO 
1111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233.4556718 
























SOIL HORlioN NUMBER 16 I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = l.7S 6/CM·.3 
PART[CLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRES~URE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE 01.14. PERCENT PAkrICLES 
































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC ) SOIL WATEH PRESSURE ( -CM H20 ) 
0.015 0.24032E+06 











































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
';'iCi ~iG ~10 *10 *10 °10 
1111112?223l445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}11112222334455677811111122223344556778 





• 10 - .0 
... 
o 















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 11 ( SEE TARLE It FOR IDENTIFICATION ) . 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.70 6/CM**3 PARTICLE DENSX-TY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSIJMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE O[STRI8UTION DATA 
UPP.£R PARTICLE OIAM. 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 


























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, -eM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
-iO wiG wiG -jO C.1G 010 
11111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455.6118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
























SOIL HORIZON ~UMaER 18 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.13 G/CM--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 









PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERC£NT PARTICLES 






























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 


































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
_ 234 5 6 
.1n .1n· .,n .'0 .1ft .'1\ 
1111112222j3445567781111112222jj4455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556778 



































SOIL ~ORIZO~ NUMBER 19 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.68 G/CN**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
MICROMETERS I 
PERCENT PAR1IClEs 






























ALPHA z 1.38 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 




































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I, -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
~lG ~ln #10 ~10 ~lG· ~lO 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 






























SOIL HORIZON-NUMBER 20 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA! 
BULK DENSITY = 1.69 G/CM·.3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






















































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -eM H20 (LOG SC~LE I 
1 2 3 "'. 5 6 
e-ln ~lG . ~lO 010 010. -10 
111111222231445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050611990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025ij2505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
. . 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 21 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.58 6/CH··3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
MICROMETERS I LESS THAN DIAM. 



























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0j(j 0iG ~lG elO ~lO. ~lO 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1--------------------------------------1--------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 - . -
• o. • 
... 






















SOIL HORI10N NUHBER 22 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATAi 
BULK DENSITY = 1.62 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SI1E DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
I MICROMETERS I LESS THAN OIAM. . I GIG ) 
1.00 16.2 0.162 
2.00 18.5 0.023 
3.00 20.1 0.016 
4.00 21.6 0.015 
5.00 22.9 0.013 
6.00 24.1 0.012 
7.00 25.2 O.Oll 
8.00 26.2 0.010 
9.00 27.1 0.009 
10.00 28.0 0.009 
20.00 34.7 0.067 
30.00 40.7 0.060 
40.00 45.<; 0.048 
50.00 48 ... 0.029 
60.00 50.0 0.016 
70.00 51.1 o. Oil 
80.00 51.9 0.009 
90.00 52.A 0.009 
100.00 5"3.7 0.009 
200.00 60.9 0.072 
300.00 67.A 0.068 
400.00 14.? 0.065 
500.00 7'1.5 0.053 
bOO.OO 84.3 0.048 
700.00 88.7 0.045 
900.00 92.4 0.037 
'100.00 95.2 0.028 
1000.00 91.2 0.020 
2000.00 100.0 0.028 
ALPHA :0 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DAIA 












































SOIL w4TER PRESSURE « PSI I, -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
<OiO ~lO *10 *'10 010 -10 
1111112222334455611Blllll12222~3445561181111112222334455611Blllll1222233445561181111112222334455677811'111122223344556778 
0}3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025B250506319901346B025825050b3199013468025825050631990 3468025a25050~3199 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 23 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IOENTIFICATION » 
OENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.72 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE OENSITY = 2.6S G/C~**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA! 
SOIL WATER CONT.ENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 





























ALPHA ~ 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 



























































PREDICTEO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT. SOIL WAT£R PRESSURE 









































































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -C~ H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
"10 *iO *10 .;10 *10. ~lO 
111111222231445567781111112222134455611811111122223344556718111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 




• 10 - o 
o 
o 












SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 23 o MEASURED I • PREDICTED SUM OF IABSILOGIPSIMI-LOGIPSIP)I). 0.61647E+Ol 
SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 24 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENS lTV DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1;75 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WAT£R CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 









PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIB'.lTION DATA PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION SOIL WATER CONTENT' SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
OJ ( MICROMETERS LESS THAN DIAM. « 6/G ! ( CCICC ) ( -CM H20 I 
I 14.5 0.145 +:> 1.00 
OJ 2.00 15.7 0.012 0.027 0.20454£+06 3.00 16.5 0.008 0.055 0.65949£+05 
4.00 17 .3 0.008 0.058 0.50240E+05 
5.00 18.1 0.008 0.060 0.33527E+05 
6.00 18.8 0.007 0.063 0.24226E+05 
7.00 19.5 0.007 0.065 0.18462£+05 
8.00 20.2 0.007 0.067 0.14616E+05 
9.00 20.8 0.006 0.070 0.11908£+05 
10.00 21.4 0.006 0.072 0.99208£+04 
20.00 26.4 0.050 0.081 0.12462E+04 
30.00 31.4 0.050 0.098 0.32442£+04 
40.00 35.5 0.041 0.114 0.18476E+04 
50.00 38.2 0.027 0.125 0.11475E+04 
60.00 39.8 0.016 0.132 0.15933E+03 
10.00 40.9 0.011 0.131 0.54680E+03 
80.00 41.9 0.010 0.141 0.42329E"03 
90.00 42.8 0.009 0.144 0.34545E·03 
100.00 43.8 0.010 00147 0.29204£+03 
200.00 52.8 0.090 0.164 0.21785E+03 
300.00 60.6 0.078 0.192 0.95146E~02 
400.00 61.9 0.013 0.218 0.5544"E~02 
500.00 74.0 0.061 0.241 0.36060E+02 
600.00 80.0 0.060 0.261 0.26218E+02 
100.00 85.8 0.059 0.282 0.20098E+02 
800.00 90.1 0.049 0.300 0·1 5 493E+02 
900.00 94.2 0.036 0.314 O. 2008E+02 
1000.00 96.5 0.023 0.324 0.92371E+01 






SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI It ~CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
wiG -10 ~10 *10 *10· *10 
1}1111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556178 


































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 25 SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.'58 G/CMo0 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CMoo 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTUR£ CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONT£NT 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 45 6 
'"iii "jo "10 "10 <>10 "10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 01346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
... 





















SOIL HORIZON NUHBER 26 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.60 6/CM**3 PARTICLE" DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH"'3 ASSt)MED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
sOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PA~TIClES INTERVAL FRACTION 





































p.9 0.013 5.1 0.012 
16.2 0.011 





















PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, -CM H20 «LOG SCALE t 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 ~lG *iO -10 ~10 °10 
11111122223~445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 

























SOIL, HORIZON NUMBER 21 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) , 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.66 6/CH**3 PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 































ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTiCLES 



























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, ,-eM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
~10 ~lO ~iu· ';'iO ;iO. -iD 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050p31990 3468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• 















• 70 1-------------------1-------------------1---------------'----1-------------------I -------------------I -------------------I 





SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 28 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSIT'I'OATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.62 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 




















































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























.SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 "10 "10 "10 "10· "10 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 29 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENS ITY o lIT A: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.65 G/eH**3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 




























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I. ·CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
-10 '*10 elO ColO ~10. ~lO 
11111122223~445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 30 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENS nYDA TA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.82 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE OENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 






























ALPHA .. 1.38 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.10 ~lO *10 . -etlO -etlO. ~lO 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063~990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• . 
. o o 
o 
o 















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 31 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY OATA! 
BULK DENSITY = 1.71 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 




























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































S{)IL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. .-CM H20 'LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 It 5 6 
*10 ~lO olG 010. =10 . wio 
111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050.3199 
.00 1---------------------------------------------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
• 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 32 I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.56 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM*o3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 




























































































PREDICTED HOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 23. 4 5 6 
"10 *10 *10 *10 "10. "10 
111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 














• 30 - 0 0 
o 











SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 33 I SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENS ITY OA TA : 
BULK DENSITY = 1.58 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























ALPHA .. 1.38 
INTERVAL fRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC I .SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 I 
























0.379 o .15114E+ 02 
0.388 0.lp22E+02 



















SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
-10 "10 "iii . "10 "10 -10 
11111122223144556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I-------------------I-------~-----------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 34 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DE~SITY .. 1.48 0/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 0/eM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















0.600E o 02 
0.200E+02 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 


























































































0.011 0.0 1 
0.005 
0.011 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 







































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI ). -eM H20 LOG SCALE. ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
eio -in *iij 4;.iG *10. ~lO 
111111222233445561181111112222334455617811111122223344556178111111222233445561181111112222334455671811111122223344556178 






























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 35 I SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
SULK DENSITY = 1.52 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
'SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 23. 4 5 6 
"10 "iii "10 "10 ~10' "10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}11112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 !-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
. . . 
• ·0· 
o • o 
• 10 - . 

















SOIL HORIZON NUHBER 36 I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.55 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~ASURED ~oISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
HICRD~ETERS » LESS THAN OIAM. « GIG ) 
1.00 3.7 0.037 
2.00 3.8 0.001 
3.00 3.<1 0.001 
4.00 4.0 0.001 
5.00· 4.1 0.001 
6.00 4.2 0.001 
7.00 4.3 0.001 
8.00 4.4 0.001 
9.00 4.5 0.001 
10.00 4.6 0.001 
20.00 S.2 0.006 
30.00 6.1 0.009 
40.00 7.(1 0.009 
50.00 7.7 0.007 
60.00 8.1 0.004 
70.00 R;4 0.004, 
80.00 9.1 0.006. 
90.00 10.1 0.010 
100.00 11.5 0.014 
200.00 43.3 0.318 
300.00 61.6 0.183 
400.00 72.8 0·A 13 500.00 81.0 O. 82 
600.00 87.2 0.062 
700.00 9~.8 0.046 800.00 9 .• 1 0.032 
900.00 97.1 0.021 
1000.00 98.2 0.011 
2000.00 100.0 0.018 
ALPHA" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL, WATER PRESSURE ( PSI ). -CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
, 1 234 5 6 
elO ~iO *iO *10 -=-10' *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I---------------~---I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------} 




















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 37 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.70 6/CH**3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA:. 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 






























ALPHA a 1.38 
./ 
PERCENT PARTICLES 


























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I, -CM H20 C lOG SCALE I 
1 2 3. 4 .5 6 
;;iii "10 "10 "10 "10· "10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 


























SOI~ HORIZON NUMBER 38 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.70 G/CM··3 
PARTlCLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH .... 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 



























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 23. 4 5 6 
*10 *to *10. 610 *10. ~lO 
It-1111222233445567161111112222334455677811111122223344556776111111222233445567761l111122223344S5677811111122223344556778 


























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 39 , SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA! 
eUL~ DENSITY = 1.54 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTiON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

























0.362 O. P127[+02 



















SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI It -eM H20 «lOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 " 5 6 
"iO -iO wiG *10 ~lG. *10 
111111222231445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445561781}11112222334455677811111122223344556778 











•• 0 ". 
·0 












SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 40 ! SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
flU(K DENSITY = 1.63 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/C"'''3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTTON .DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI It -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 




. . . • 
o .. o 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 41 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.75 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH*.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBI~rO~ DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES' INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN 0IAM. ( 6/G 
1.00 5.5 0.055' 
2.00 ';.8 0.003 
3.00 6.0 0.002 
4.00 6.3 0.003 
5.00 6.6 0.003 
6.00 t..9 0.003 
7.00 7.2 0.003 
8.00 7.5 0.003 
9.00 7.7 0.003 
~O.OO 8.0 0.003 0.00 10.3 0.023 
30.00 13.2 0.029 
40.00 16.1 0.029 
50.00 18.4 0.023 6/).00 20.0 0.016 
70.00 21.3 0.013 
80.00 22.8 0.016 
90.00 24.9 0.020 
100.00 21.4 0.025 
200.00 41.4 0.200 
300.00 5Q.0 0.111 
400.00 67.2 0.082 
500.00 73.6 0.064 
600.00 78.7 0.051 
700.00 82.7 0.041 
800.00 86.1 0.034 
900.00 ~8.9 0.029 
1000.00 91.4 0.025 
2000.00 100.0 0.086 
4LPHA '" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE' PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4. 5 6 
f!olO ~lo *1G *iO -iO· ~lO 
1111112222334455677Rlllll122223344556778111111222233445567781}1111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1----------------------------------------------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
o o • 
.0 
... 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 42 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.46 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
_M.EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 




















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 































ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































saIL wATER PRESSURE I PSI), -CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 ~10 *10. ~lO wlO· ~lO 
111111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250506.3199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1--------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
. . .. .. 
o 0 
0 . o 
• 10 - .. 















SOIL HORIlON NUMBER 43 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTiFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.59 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED' MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
"10 *iO "10 "10 *10' *10 11111122221344S5611811111122221344~5611811111122223344556178111111222233445567181111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025875050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I-------------------I~------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
o • 





















SOIL HOKI10N NUMBER 44 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
AULK OENSITY = 1.54 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
~EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIB~TION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 






























ALPHA :II 1.3A 
PERCENT PARTICLES 




























































PREOICTEO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI It .-eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
CI'}O *10 *10 "10 *10. ~lO 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 


























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 45 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.48 6/CH**3 PARTICLE O£NSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUPEO MOIsTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI It -eM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
"1 2 3 4 5 6 
-iu *jO wiu 1iiO *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 346802582S050631990134680258250S063199013468025ij25050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 46 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.43 G/CM.·3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OlAM. 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 




































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10 . . *10 t!10 -!!olO 610 
111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1------~------------I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 47 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
8ULK DENSITY = 1.46 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZt DISTRIBUTlON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PAHTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL ~ATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4" .5 6 
























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 48 ( SEE TA~LE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
8ULK DENSITY = 1.49 G/CM··3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM .... 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 


































































SOIL W~TER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 23,' 4 ,5 b 
*iii .;0.10 ~10 *10 *10 ·10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222l344S5677811'lll122223344556778 


































sOIL HORIZON NUMRER 49 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENS ITY OAT A g 
BULK DENSITY = 1.49 G/CM**3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH·.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTiON 
« MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. ( GIG 
1.00 26.9 0.269 
2.00 30~1 0.032 
3.00 32.5 0.024 
4.00 34.7 0.023 
5.00 36.9 0.021 
6.00 38.9 0.020 
7.00 40.7 0.018 
8.00 42.4 0.017 
9.00 44.1 0.016 
10.00 45.6 0.015 
20.00 57.6 0.120 
30.00 70.0 0.124 
40.00 flO.4 0.104 
50.00 B6.5 0.061 
60.00 90.1 0.036 
70.00 92.7 0.026 
80.00 94.5 0.018 
90.00 95.6 0.011 
100.00 96.1 0.005 
200.00 97.8 0.017 
300.00 9A.S 0.007 
400.00 98.9 0.004 
500.00 99.2 0.003 
600.00 99.4 0.002 
700.00 99.6 0.002 
800.00 99.8 0.001 
900.00 99.8 0.001 
1000.00 99.9 0.001 
2000.00 100.0 0.001 
ALPHA" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

































SOIL W~TER PRESSURE « PSI It -eM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
23456 




































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 50 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I.' 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.65 6/CH.o3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM·.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SfZ£ DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERC£NT PARltCLES INT£RVAL fRACTION 
MICROMET£RS ) LESS THAN OIAM. ( GIG I 
1.00 1<;.5 0.155 
2.00 18.!! 0.033 
3.00 21.2 0.024 
4.00 23.4 0.023 
5.00 2<;.6 0.021 
6.00 27.6 0.020 
7.00 29.4 0.019 
8.00 31.2 0.018 
9.00 32.Q 0.017 
10.00 34.6 0.016 
20.00 47.8 0.132 
30.00 60.7 0.129 
40.00 71.3 0.107 
50.00 78.2 0.069 
60.00 82.8 0.046 
70.00 86.5 0.036 
80.00 89.2 0.027 
90.00 91.0 0.018 
100.00 92.0 0.010 
200.00 95.7 0.037 
300.00 97.1 0.013 
400.00 97.9 0.009 
SOO.OO 911.5 0.006 
600.00 98.9 0.004 
700.00 99.2 0.003 
ROO.OO 99.4 0.002 
900.00 99.6 0.002 
1000.00 99.7 0.001 
2000.00 100.0 0.003 
ALPHA'" 1.38 I 
PREOICT£O MOISTURE CHARACTERIST·IC DATA 


































SOIL W~TER PRESSURE I PSI), ~CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
I 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 010 1111112222334455677811111122221344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223~44S5677811111122223344556778 



































SOIL HORIZON NUM~ER 51 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK DENSITY = 1.87 G/CH*o3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICRO~ETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. ( GIG 
1.00 10.6 0.106 
2.00 13.0 0.024 
3.00 14.6 0.016 
4.00 16.1 0.015 
5.00 17.6 0.014 
6.00 19.0 0.014 
7.00 20.3 0.014 
8.00 21.6 0.013 
9.00 22.9 0.013 
10.00 24.2 0.012 
20.no 35.1 0.109 
30.00 45.5 0.104 
40.00 54.0 0.084 
50.1)0 59.6 0.056 
60.00 61.6 0.040 
70.00 66.9 0.033 
80.00 69.6 0.027 
90.00 71.7 0.021 
100.00 73.4 0.017 
200.00 82.7 0.093 
300.00 87.2 0.G4S 
400.00 90.1 0.02~ 
500.00 92.2 0.021 
!,OO.OO 93.8 0.016 
7GO.00 95.0 0.012 
800.00 96.0 0.010 
900.00 96.7 0.008 
1000.00 97.4 0.007 
2000.00 100.0 0.026 
ALPHA" 1.38 
/ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT . SOIL WATER, PRESSURE 











































SOIL ,WATER-PRESSURE C PSI I, -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 ,56 








• 20 - 0 















SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 52 ( SEE TA~LE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.B4 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































































SOIL W~TER PRESSURE ( PSI If -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
I 2 3 4 5 6 




. . . 
• 10 - .. 
• o. o 
o 















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 53 « SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA; 
BULK DENSITY = 1.45 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM •• ) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 































ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PAR1ICLES 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL W,ATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 ,5 6 
wiO '''iO <tiO "10 "10· "10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222a34455671811111122223344556178 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 54 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION) 
OENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.60 G/CMoo 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM oo 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT. 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZ£ DISTRIBUTION DATA 




























ALPHA = 1.38 
\ 
PERCENT PARTICLES 

























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERI~TIC DATA 









































































SOIL ~~TER PRESSURE ( PSI). -CM H20 .1 LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
itlO *10 *10 #10 ~lQ • -iO 
1111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111.22223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 013468025A250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------~-----I--------7----------1-------------------I-------------------1 
0 




















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER S5 ( SEE TA~LE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY = 1.56 6/CM**3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CHo03 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTER[STIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER pRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBU~ION DATA 




























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC Q;TA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 






























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 


































SOIL W.~TER PRESSURE ( PSI), -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
"10 ·"10· "10 "10 "10 . . "10 
1}1111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556178 
o 34680258250S0631990134680258?50506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199 

































SOIL rlORIZON NUMBER 56 (·SEE TABLE 4 FOR IOENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA; 
BULK DENSITY = 1.67 6/CH.·3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
« MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. ( GIG ) 
1.00 13.0 0.130 
2.00 15.4 0.024 
3.00 11.2 0.018 
4.00 19.1 0.018 
5.00 20.8 0.018 
6.00 22.5 0.017 
7.00 24.1 0.016 . 
8.00 25.6 0.015 
9.00 27.0 0.014 
10.00 21l.4 0.014 
20.00 3<;..8 0.114 
30.00 52.4 0.126 
40.00 63.0 0.106 
50.00 69.2 0.01;2 
60.00 72.9 0.031 
70.00 75.8 0.029 
80.00 78.0 0.023 
90.00 79.8 0.017 
100.00 81.1 0.013 
200.00 1l8.6 0.075 
300.00 92.1 0.035 
400.00 94.3 0.022 
500.00 95.8 0.015 
600.00 91).9 0.011 
700.00 91.1 0.008 
flOO.OO 98.3 0.006 
900.00 98.7 0.004 
1000.00 99.0 0.003 
2000.00 100.0 0.010 
ALPHA = 1.38 
// 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERI~'IC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER ,PRESSURE 


































SOIL WA~ER PRESSURE ( PSI I, .-CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 ·4 5. 6 






































SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 57 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSiTY = 1.83 G/CM·*3 
PARTICLE OENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 














































SOIL W~TER ?RESSURE I PSI It -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 6 6 
* 1 0 ~~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 -01 G ~ 1 0 . ~ 1 () 
111111222233445567781111112222~34455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222J34455677811111122223344556778 





.10 - O. 
o 
·0 
















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 58 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.41 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIO~ DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 


































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 




































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 59 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENS lTY OAT At 
BULK DENSITY: 1.54 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY", 2.65 G/CM.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 































































soil WATER PRESSURE « PSI It -CM H20 (lOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 



































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 60 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY:: 1.51 G/CH-*3 
PARTICLE DENSiTY:: 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSU~ED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE (CC/CC) (-CM H20) 
0.146 
0.183 0.234 







PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 










































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 



























































W A T 
E R 
C 
0 N T E N T 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI). -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 (, 
"ill "in *10 *10 *10" *10 
11111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556778 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBEa ~l ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.69 6/C14**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY'" 2665 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTEHISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 

























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI)t -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
010 010 . *10. 010 *10· °1u 
1'11111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556178 







• 30 - o ·0· • 
o 
o • 













SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 62 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
D£NSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.65 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3"ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICL£ SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICL£ OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
« MICROMETERS , LESS THAN DIAH. « GIG) " 
1.00 12.A 0.128 
2.00 16 • 5 0.037 3.00 9.2 0.027 
4.00 21.7 0.026 
5.00 24.1 0.024 
6.00 26.3 0.022 
7.00 28.3 0.020 
8.00 30.1 0.019 
9.00 31.9 0.017 
10.00 33.5 0.016 
20.00 46.2 0.121 
30.00 59.0 0.128 
40.00 69.3 0.104 
50.00 1'>.1 0.058 
60.00 78.2 0.031 
70.00 80.6 0.023 
80.00 82.3 0.018 
90.00 83.6 0.013 
100.00 84.6 0.010 
200.00 90.1 0.055 
300.00 92.7 0.026 
400.00 94.5 0.017 
500.00 95.7 0.012 
600.00 96.6 0.009 
100.00 91.4 0.007 
800.00 98.0 O.OOb 
900.00 911.4 0.005 
1000.00 9A.8 0.004 
2000.00 100.0 0.012 
ALPHA = 1.38 
I 
illl!: , , 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( CCICC ) ( -CM H20 ) 
0.031 
































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, --CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 23- 4 5 6 
*10 ~lO 010 *iG *iG' ela 
111111222233445561781111112222~34455671811111122223344556718111111222233445567781111112222334455611811111122223344556778 




























.• 70 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 







SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 63 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENS lTY OAT A: 
RULK DENSITY = 1.78 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PA~TtCLES-
































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 














































SOIL wATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
elG ~10 ~10 *10 *10. -10 
111111222233445561181111112222134455611811111122223344556118111111222233' '5561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
013468025825050631990 3468025875050631990134680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I----------------~--I-------------------l-------------------1 
- -

















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 63 o MEASURED I • PREDICTED SUM Of (ABSILOG(PSIM)-lOGIPSIP)11 a O.31216E+Ol 
l 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 6. ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY OATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.31 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA; 














0 .• 100E+03 
0.6001'"+02 
0.200£+02 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTiON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTYCLES 
































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
! 2 3 4 5 6 
.tn .tn *'0 .1" .. '" .11\ 
11111122223344556778111111?222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112?22334455677811111122223344556778 










.20 - o 
.30 -
.-
.40 - 0 
lCC/CCl 
.50 - . . 
• 60 -
.70 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 64 o MEASURED I • PREDICTED SUM OF (A8SILDGlPSIMI-LOGIPSIP)11 z 0.55757E+Ol 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 65 ! SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.47 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY :: 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSllMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIzE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
« MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. ( 6/G ) 
1.00 3.3 0.033 
2.00 3.4 0.001 
3.00 3.6 0.002 
4.00 3.7 0.002 
5.00 3.9 0.002 
6.00 4.1 0.002 
7.00 4.2 0.002 
8.00 4.4 0.001 
9.00 4.5 0.001 
~O.OO 4.6 0.001 0.00 5.4 0.008 
30.00 6.6 .0.012 
40.00 8.1 0.015 
50.00 9.3 0.012 
60.00 10.4 O.Oll 
70.00 1l.A 0.014 
80.00 13.9 0.021 
90.00 16 • 6 0.027 100.00 9.9 0.033 
200.00 51.5 0.316 
300.00 69.7 0.182 
400.00 81.8 0.121 
500.00 90.0 0.082 
600.00 94.8 0.048 
700.01) 97.3 0.025 
AOO.OO 98.6 0.013 
900.00 99.2 0.006 
1000.00 99.4 0.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.006 
ALPHA:: 1.38 
I 
.~ \ i I ~;Jl , , 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI II -CM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 ~lO 010 -10 010 ~iu 
111111222233445567181111112222334455671811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258250S06319901346802S82S0S06319901346802582S0S0631990134680?~82S0S06319901346802S82S0S063199 
. . 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-----------~-------I--------~----------I-------------------1 
- . . . '. 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMB~R 66 « SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
OENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.53 6/CM**3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































.)1 I j ~:l 































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARA~TERISTIC DATA 











































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I, -CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 2 .34 5 6 
"10 "10 <010 "10 ;;iO· "10 
Il1111222233445561181111112222134455677811111122223344556718111111222233445561181111112222334455617811111122223344556778 o 3 68025825050631990 3 6802582505063199013 6802582505063199013 68025825050631990 34680,5.825050631990 34680251:12505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 

















.50 - .,.. 
.60 -
.70 I-------------------I-------------------I----------~--------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 





SOIL HORIZON NUHBER 67 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.51 6/CHo0 3 PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CMo03 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 

































































~ I, I l",i11 
INTERVAL FRACTION 































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 












































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE» 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
111111222;}g44556778111111222;1~44556778111111222;}~44~56778111111222;!~44556778111111222;!~44556778ill111222;1~44556778 















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 67 o MEASURED J • PREDICTED SUM OF (ABS(LOGIPSIMI-LOG(PSIP)I" 0.41891E+Ol 
I 






SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 68 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA; 
BULK DENSITY: 1.49 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 






























ALPH4 = 1.38 
! I,\:r 
INTERVAL fRACTION 































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.1£1 *10 ~10 ~lO -=tiO· °iO 
11111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I-------~-----------I-.-----------------1 
















SOIL HORIZON NUM8ER 68 OHEASURED I • PREDICTED SUH OF IABSILOGCPSIMI-LOGCPSIPII) a 0.56120E+01 






SOIL HORIZON NUMSER 69 « SEE TASLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.30 G/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA' 

















































ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT ·PARTiCLES 






























~ ! \: I' 
INTERVAL FRACTION 































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-1n *10 *10. ~lG .;;.iii -10 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I--------~----------I-------------------1 
.. . . 
o 0 









.50 - • 
• 60 -
.70 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 







SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 70 I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY OATA! 
BULK DENSITY = 1.47 G/CH--) 
PARTICLE DENSITY z 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
I 
~ I j 1 \: /1 
INTERVAL FRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 















































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I •. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE' 
12345 6 
*10 *to *10 *10. *10 410 
1'111112222334455677811-i1112222334455617811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 70 
I 
. i 
! I. \ .~ 
o MEASURED I 
, I. 







SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 71 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.48 6/CH·63 
PARTICLE DENSiTY :: 2.65 6/CM663 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE OISTIHaUTION DATA 































































tl j hijl 






























PREOICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

















































0.30405£ .. 03 
0.22851£+03 
0.87790E'02 
























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE' 
123 4 5 6 
610 610 610 610 610. 610 




























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 12 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATAr 
BULK DENSITY. 1.53 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAt 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 












































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 -6 
*10 *10 *10 _ *10 *10 *10 it'iiii22223344556118it-iil12222334455611811-ili122223344SS6118iilll122223344~561181illl12222334455677811111i22223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990134680258250~q631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 
. . . . 
'0 
o o 


















SOIL HORIlON NUMBER 73 ( SEE TA~LE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) . 
DENSITY OATU 
BULK DENSITY: 1.49 6/CM--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY & 2.65 G/CH--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE ClAM. PERCENT PAHTICLES 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 




























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC ) SOIL WAT£R PRESSURE ! -CM H20 ) 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
I 234 5 6 
























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 74 I SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION i 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY ~ 1.38 G/CH •• ) 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAr 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICROMETERS ) LESS THAN DIAM. « GIG I 
1.00 1.4 0.014 
2.00 2.0 0.006 
3.00 2.4 0.004 
. 4.00 2.7 0.003 
5.00 2.'l 0.002 
6.00 3.} 0.002 
7.00 3.3 0.002 
8.00 3.4 0.002 
9.00 3.6 0.001 
10.00 3.7 0.001 
20.00 4.6 0.009 
30.00 5.2 0.006 
40.00 5.6 0.004 
50.00 5.9 0.003 
60.00 6.2 0.003 
10.00 6.4 0.002 
80.00 6.6 0.002 
90.00 6.8 0.002 
100.00 7.0 0.002 
200.00 21.3 0.143 
300.00 39.9 0.186 
400.00 55.2 0.153 
500.00 66.8 0.116 
600.00 77.0 0.102 
700.00 86.0 0.090 
800.00 92.8 0.068 
900.00 97.1 0.044 
1000.00 99.2 0.021 
2000.00 100.0 0.008 
ALPHA 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













0.028 0.5 7180E +03 
0.029 0.40364£-03 
0.030 0.30390£+03 
0.0~1 0.0 2 0.23813E+03 0.19230E-03 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
*In !!olO *10 *19 -10. *10 
11111122223344556778111111222213445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556778 
o 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I--.----------------1 























SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 75 C SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.40 G/CM-*3 
PARTICLE OENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 




0.006 0.16964E+05 . 
0.009 0.p579E+05 
0.009 O. 0271E+05 
0.010 0.80811E+04 
0.010 0.65492E+04 
0.01! 0.54316E+04 0.01 0.39044E+04 
0.017 0.16779E+04 
0.019 0.95144E+03 





















SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -eM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
111111222Zji445561181111112222\j44556118111111222Zjj445567181111112222j~445567781111112222.lg4455671811·11112222l~44556178 
































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER '76 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.52 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OiAM. 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 

















.70 ~ -.----------,.------- I -------------.------I ---------------,..--- I ----~-------------- I -------------------1------------------- I 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 77 ( SEE TA8LE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY = 1.57 G/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSU~ED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( CCICC ) ( -CM H20 ) 
O.OO~ 0.16815E.06 
0.019 0.69205E·05 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10 -10 -10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 o 3468025825050631990 1468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680~~825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1--------------------------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
.. • • o • 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 78 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.61 6/CH··] PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























ALPHA = 1.3A 
PERCENT PARTICLES 


























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI)f -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10· *10· *10 °10. "1(1 
lllili22223144556778il11112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556718 
013468025825050631990 146802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582565063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------.-----1.------------------1 


















SOIL HORIlON NUMBER 19 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK DENSITY z 1.08 6/CM**1 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DlAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICROMETERS I LESS THAN 01 AM. « GIG I 
1.00 11.6 0.116 
2~OO p.9 0.023 3.00 5.4 0.015 
4.00 16.6 0.012 
5.00 11.6 0.010 
6.00 18 •5 0.009 7.00 9.3 0.008 
8.00 19.9 0.007 
9.00 20.6 0.006 
10.00 21.1 0.006 
20.00 25.2 0.041 
30.00 28.1 0.029 
40.00 30.3 0.022 
50.00 31'S 0.015 60.00 3 .6 0.008 
70.00 33.1 0.004 
80.00 33.4 0.003 
90.00 33.7 0.003 
100.00 34.0 0.003 
200.00 3A.5 0.045 
300.00 4~.3 0.099 
400.00 63.8 0.155 
500.00 75.0 0.112 
600.00 82.8 0.078 
700.00 89.3 0.065 
800.00 94.0 0.048 
900.00 97.1 0.030 
1000.00 98.5 0.014 
2000.00 100.0 0.015 
ALPHA = 1.38 
\ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 











































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI)f -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 23. . 4 5 6 
*10 *'0 *10 . *10 *10· *lll I-tl1112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344~5677811111122223344556178 
o 3468025825050631990 3 68n25825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025~2505063199 
.00 1--------------------------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 
o 
.10 - o 
o 









.·70 I ------------------..: I -------------------I -------------------I ----------·---------1-------------------I -------------------I 






SOIL HORIlON NUHBER 80 SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.27 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAH. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 


























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 


































































SOIL wATER PRESSURE « PSI It -CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
23456 
*10 *)0 *10 *10 *10 610 
1111\1222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556718111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258?'505063199013468025825050631990134680258250~Q631990134bd025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 
• 10 - o •• 
• O • 
o 
o 





















SOI.l HORIZON NUMRER 81 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY = 1036 G/CM**3 PARTICLE DENSITY z 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROMETERS » LESS THAN OIAM. I GIG 
1.00 17.1 0.171 
2.00 18.6 0.015 
3.00 1 'h5 0.009 
4.00 20.3 0.001 
5.00 20.9 0.006 
6.00 21.4 0.005 
7.00 21.8 0.005 
A.OO 22.2 0.004 
9.00 2?6 0.004 
10.00 22.9 0.003 
20.00 25.3 0.024 
30.00 21,.9 0.016 
40.011 ?8.0 0.012 
50.00 2A.9 0.009 
60.00 29.5 0.006 
70.00 29.9 0.004 
80.00 30.2 0.003 
90.011 311.5 0.003 
100.00 30.A 0.003 
200.00 34.3 0.035 
300.00 44.4 0.102 
400.00 59.7 0..152 
500.00 71.0 0.113 
600.00 79.3 0.083 
700.00 86.4 0.·071 
AOO.OO 91.A 0.054 
900.00 95.5 0.037 
1000.00 97.6 0.021 
2000.00 100.0 0.024 
ALPHA = 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) , { 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
·10 *10 ~1{) . *10 e10. elO 
1111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222c3344556778 
























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 82 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.36 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY " 2.65 G/C"'**3 ASSIJMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTTCLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROMETERS I LESS THAN OJAM. « GIG 
1.00 12.9 0.129 
2.00 14.6 0.011 
3.00 15.6 0.010 
4.00 16.4 0.007 
5.00 16.9 0.006 
6.00 17 .4 0.005 
7.00 17 .8 0.004 
8.00 18.2 0.004 
9.00 111.5 0.003 
10.00 18.7 0.003 
20.00 20.6 0.019 
30.00 21.7 0.011 
40.00 22.5 0.008 
50.00 23.1 0.006 
60.00 23.6 0.005 
70.00 24.1 0.005 
80.00 24.5 0.004 
90.00 24.9 0.004 
100.00 25.2 0.003 
200.00 30.7 0.055 
300.00 42.3 0.116 
400.00 61.5 0.193 
500.00 74.7 0.132 
600.00 82.9 0.082 
100.00 89.6 0.066 
800.00 94.3 0.048 
900.00 97.2 0.029 
1000.00 9A.5 0.013 
2000.00 100.0 0.015 
ALPHA" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 


































0.10113E .. 05 
0.12409E·05 
0.97017E .. 04 







































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 b 
*16 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 83 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR'IOENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.37 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE OENSITY z 2.65 6/CM •• 3 ASSU~EO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PA~TJCLES 






























ALPHA = 1.3A 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( cClec ) ( -eM H20 ) 
0.028 0.13912E+06 












































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, -CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
ttlO 010 ~lO elO *10. -=-10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 84 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = le17 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHAqACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 






























ALPHA = 1 ~38 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI)t -CM H20 I lOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10. *10 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556178111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025ij2505063199 
.00 1-------------------1--------------------------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 
- -
. . o 
.10 - o 
.. 
o 
















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 85 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.26 G/CM**3 
PA~TICLE DENSiTY = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROM£TERS ) LESS THAN OIAM. « 61G I 
1.00 10.-8 0.108 
2.00 12.8 0.020 
3.00 14.1 0.013 
4.00 15.1 0.010 
5.00 15.9 0.008 
6.00 16.6 0.007 
7.00 F·2 0.006 8.00 7.7 0.005 
9.00 18.1 0.004 }O.OO 18.5 0.004 
20.00 20.7 0.022 
30.00 21.A 0.011 
40.00 22.6 0.008 
50.00 23.2 0.006 
60.00 23.7 0.005 
70.00 24.1 0.004 
80.00 2404 0.003 
90.00 24.7 0.003 
100.00 25.0 0.003 
200.00 28.8 0.038 
300.00 39.4 0.106 
400.00 54.5 0. 151 500.00 65.6 0.11 
600.00 73.3 0.077 
700.00 79.1 0.064 
800.00 84.8 0.051 
900.00 88.8 0.040 
1000.00 91.9 0.031 
2000.00 100.0 0.081 
ALPHA = 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 











































































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
<!olO *10 *10 010 *10 -10 
1111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122723344556778111111222233445§6778 
o 3468025825050631990 34680258?5050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802~d25050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• • • 0 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 86 « SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENS ITY OA TA: 
RULK OENSITY = 1.29 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 



























































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 (lOG SCALE) 
1 234 S 6 
-l!! -10 -10 -10 ________ -10 -10 
1111112222334455611811111122221344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455617~111111Z2Z23344S56778i-tliii22223344556776 











SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 87 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY = 1.33 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.6S G/CH**] ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO" MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
« MICROMETERS I 
PERCENT PARTICLES 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H~O (LOG SCALE) 
23456 




. . . . 
. . 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 88 , SEE TABLE '+ FOR IDENTIFICATION ). 
DENS lTY OAT A: 
BULK DENSITY 3 1.51 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA. 


































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM ~20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10. *10 
111111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344S5677811111122223346~567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250~~63199013468025825050b31990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1--------------------------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
.10 -
. . . . . 


























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 89 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.23 6/CM-e 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA; 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
i MICROMETERS 
PERCENT PARTY~LES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA. 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( CCICC ) « -CM H20 » 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 






• 10 - o 
o • 
• 20 - o. 
o 













SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 90 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.09 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 
UPP£R PARTICLE ClAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC I SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 I 
0.013 0.13307E+06 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 ~lQ etc *10 _ ~lC 
111111222233445561181111112222134455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 3 680258?5050631990 3 68025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 -------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 91 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATU 
ijULK DENSITY = 1.51 G/CM··) 
PARTICLE DENSiTY = 2.65 G/C14") ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAS 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
« MICROMETERS J 
PERCENT PARTICLES 






6.00 F·8 7.00 8.8 
8.00 19.8 
9.00 20.7 



















ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 












































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI It '~CM ~20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-10 *10 ~lC elO 010· .10 
111111222233445567781111112222J34455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 34660258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050'3199 
.00 I-------------------I-------------------I-----------~-------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
o 























SOIL ~ORIZON NUMBER 92 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ). 
DENS lTV DATA: 
BULK DENSITY z 1.65 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITV = 2.65 6/C"'*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTICOATAZ 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 











































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI), -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.AO .... - ""'1 A ... ,'" .1n .1n 
1111112222!344556778111111222213445567781111112222j344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 93 C SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.70 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM**) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 











































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI If -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
ajO 0'10 *10 *10 *10 .10 
1111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334~'567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 Oll468025825050631990i34680258?S05063199013468025825050631990134680258250~d63199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I----------~--------l-------------------1 
- -
.10 - e •• 





.20 - o 
o 
. 












SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 94 SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION )' 
DENSITY DATA; 
BULK DENSITY = 0.91 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy " 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























ALPHA = 1.38 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 




























0 .. 654, 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI). -CM H?O (LOG SCALE) 
2 3 4 5 6 
111111222~~~44556778111111222i~~44556778111111222~!g44556778111111222~jg445~67781111112222!~44556778111111222~j~44556778 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 9S C SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENS ITV DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.42 6/CM*·3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
MICRO'4e:TERS I 
PERCENT PA~TTCLES 






























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
I 234 5 6 
-!tIO *lG eto e-l0 *10. *10 
111111222211445561181111112222134455671811111122223344556718111111222233445567181111112222334455677811111122223344556778 




.10 o • 



















SOIL HORIZON NUM8E~ 96 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK DENSITY = 1.55 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH"3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASURED MOIsTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I, ~CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
"iO "10 "10 "10 *10. "10 11111122223~44~S67781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 














SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 97 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENS tTy OA T AI 
BULK DENSITY:; 1.49 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY:; 2.65 6/CH.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI), -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 









. . 0 
0 














SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 98 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) . 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY: 1.66 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY : 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 











































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 «lOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 "In ·10 610 -10 _ *10 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1--------------------------------------I--------------~----I-------------------I-------~---~-------l-------------------1 






















SOIL HORIZON NUMRfH 99 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.56 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY., 2.65 6/0,.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
MICROMETERS I 
PERC£NT PARTrClES 





























ALPHA = 1.38 






























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 















































SOIL wATER PRESSURE « PSI It ~CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
23456 
·IU "io "iO "10 "to "10 
111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556718111111222233445561181111112222334455671811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
- -









.30 - 0 
0 











SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 100 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.~9 G/CM--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/C~--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
! MICRO~ETERS I 
PERCENT PA~TICLES 
LESS THAN OIAM. 
1.00 11.1 



























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT C CCICC I 















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI l. -CM ~20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5· 6 
"11) "iO *10. "10 "10: "10 
111111222231445561181111112222114455611811111122223344556178111111222233445561181111112222334455617811111122223344556178 o 3469025825050631990 34680258?5050631990 346802582~05.0631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------(-------------------I-------------------I------~------------I-------------------1 
0 
























SOIL HORllON NUMaE~ 101 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITV a 0.18 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE OENSITV a 2.65 6/CH*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MoISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRES~URE 

















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 
UPPER' PARTICLE aIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
MICROMET[RS ) LESS HiMI OIAI1. 
1.00 6.5 
2.nO 10.7 3.01) 13.7 
4.00 16.t. 
5.00 19.2 
6.00 2~.6 7.00 2 .9 
A.OO 25.9 



















































PREDICTED MOISTUR[ CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
C CCICC I 
SOIL WATEk PRESSURE ( -C"I H20 ) 
0.03b 8:~~g~~r:g~ 0.066 
0.107 0.29660[+05 
0.121 0.19653[+05 
0.144 0·14100~.OS 0.161 O. 0675 +05 
Ool 16 0.d4021E·04 
0.169 0.680'l8[+04 
0.202 0.56471£+04 















0.69! O.5047!JE+01 0.69 0.38972E+0 
0.699 0.30370[+01 
0.103 0.17157E+Ol 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI't -CM ~20 (LOG SCALE' 
1 l 3 4 5 . 6 
1 1 l222jj44556118 2222jj445567781 11 12222jj44556778 11112222jj44556778111111222ijj44556778tl 111222ijj44556778 















I N 0 
rv T 
0 E .40 -
W N 
T 0 





- . . -' 
.70 1----.----.-.-------1-------------------1--------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 






SOIL HORIlON NUMRER 102 C SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION 
DENS lTV OAT Ai 
8ULK DENSiTY: 1.20 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy .. 2.65 6/C"'**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACT~RISTIC OATAt 


















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIUUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTiCLE 01414. 
























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL WHER PRESSURE ( PSI I. _.C14 H20 (LOG SCALE I 
I 2 3 4 5 to 
*10 .'0 *11l . .'" * .. ". -iii 
ililii2?2231445567781111J1222233445561781111112222j3445567781111112222jJ445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 

























SOIL HORllON NUMBER 103 , SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATU 
BULK DENSITY; 1.38 6/CH--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/C~--3 ASSU~ED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAH. PERC£NT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 




















































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOil WATER CONTENT 
t CCICC » 



























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI It -CM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 ~ 5 6 
~10 ~jO 010 *10 *10' -10 
111l1122223344556118111111222213~4556118111111222233445561181111112222334~5561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 






































SOil HORllON NUMBER 104 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAi 
RUlK DENSITY· .. 1.61 G/CM"3 PAATIClE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOfl WATER CONTENT SOil WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OATA 






























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI t. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE' 
1 23_ 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 - 010 
il"iili22223344556776i111112222l34455671811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122213344556178 







.20 - o 
















.• 06', • .J. • iii 
SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 105 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTifiCATION I 
DENSITY DATU 
BULK DENSITY a 1.86 6/CM*.3 
PARTICLE OENSITY • 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
IotEASURED MOISTURE CHARACtERISTIC DATU 














PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OiAM. PERC[NT PARTICLES 
MICROMETERS I LESS THAN OIAM. 
!.OO 13• 4 .00 4.8 3.00 5.8 
4.00 16.1 
5.00 r· 6 6.00 8 • .5 7.00 9.3 8.00 0.0 
9.00 20.8 
















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC ) SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 » 
0.022 O.Z3!44E+06 0.046 0.91 53E.05 0.048 0.56918Eo05 





0.09l 0.36943£.04 0.10 0.21046E+04 






























SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI). "'CM H20 «LOG SCALE l 
1 2 1 4 5 6 



























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 106 , SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DAU! 
BULK DENSITY ~ 1.44 6/CH--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY: 2.65 6/CH.-3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUR~D MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTiON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI). -eM H20 C lOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
*!O *10 *10 - *lC ~lO"· QiG 






























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 107 C SEE TABLE 4 FOA IDENTIFICATION , 
DENS lTV DATAl 
aULK OENSITV : 1.21 6/CH--3 
PARTICLE OENSITV • 2.65 G/C~-.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 













PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PA»TiCLES ( MICROMETERS LESS THAN OIAM. 
1.00 1.9 
2.00 3.5 3.00 4.6 
4.00 5.5 



















800.00 90.4 900.00 93.1> 

























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
C CC/CC , ( -CM H20 » 
6.0~6 0.~4321E.66 0.0 2 O. 9014E+05 
0.021 0.33891E+05 
0.032 Oof2544E005 0.031 O. 6304E.05 0.041 O. 2451E.05 
0.045 0.98819E·04 
0.049 0.80709£+04 0.053 0.67401E+04 
0.072 0.49693£+04 
0.103 0.21500£004 
0.128 0.J206O£-04 0.141 O. 6647£-03 0.160 0.52370E+03 
0.110 0.38315E+03 
0.119 0.29(194£+03 0.186 0.24404£003 
0.194 0.20550E+03 
0.231 0.15704£+03 




6.48A 0.91037£+01 0.50 0.77322£+0 
0.516 0. b3O lb£+01 

















SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI It -eM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
aliA) ..... A 2 0 111 .. 3 i 01llA4 ..... ,.5 _ .... 6 111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222~j4455611811· 11112222!344556118 G 3468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063 990 3 6802562505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------l--------~---~------I-------------------1 
- -

























SOIL HORllON NUMBER 108 , SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION t 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY. 1.51 G/eH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY. 2.65 G/CH.e3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
















PARTICLE SiZE OISTRIdUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTiCLE OIAM. 



























ALPHA 0; 1.38 
PERCENT PARTiCLES 



























i GIG ~ 
























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 









































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI tt -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
I 2 3 I 4 5 6 
*10 -In *!O " '~10 "Iii' °10 
it-iiliZ?223144556778iI11112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 
o 3468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3 6802582505063 990 34680258250~0631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1---------------------------------~----l-------------------I--------~----------I-------------------1 
.10 -





















• 10 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 






SOIL HORllON NUMBER 109 « SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATAl 
SULK DENSITY a 1.12 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY a 2.65 6/CM •• ) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA~ 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DlAMo 
i. IHCROHElERS 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





5.00 p:~ 6.00 1.011 3.0 
8.00 3.7 














700.00 88.~ AOO.OO 91. 


































PREDICTED MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI" -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
2 3 I 4 5 6 
-10 -10 -10' .1Q .'0 "Hi 
it"iiiic2?C334455611&ljI1112222334455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o ~46802582S050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1---------~---------1-------------------1 




















.10 I -------------------1-------------------1------------------.-I ----------.---------1-------------------I -------------------1 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 110 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DAU, 
BULK DENSITY: 1.78 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSiTY. 2.65 6/CM*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHAR.CTERISTIC OATAa 














PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
« MICROMETERS I 
PERCENT PARTiCLES 
LESS THAN OIAM. 







9,00 8.0 10• 00 8.2 0.00 9.7 
30.00 1I.A 











































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
C CC/CC· » 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 I 
O.O~I 0.0 0.14910E+06 0.61831E+05 
0.022 0.41513E+05 
0.023 0.28020E·05 
0.024 0.2026/jE+05 0.025 0.15416E+05 
0.025 0.12168E·05 











0.187 0.57015E+02 0.209 0.36809E·02 























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI t.-C., H20 C LOG SCALE » 
I 2 3. 1 4 5 6 
~'O *10 etC 0·0 ~lG· ~iu 1111112222~34455611811111122221344556118111111222233445561181111112222~344S561181111112?22334455611811111122223344556118 o 3 68025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 34680,5825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
- -
. . ... 
o 






















SOIL HORllON NUM8ER III C SEE TAALE 4 fOR IPENTIflCATION • 
DENS lTV OAT.u 
BULK DENSHV " 1.33 G/CM"3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 








PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 4 MICROMETERS , 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
, CCICC » 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« -04 H20 » 
1).16266£-06 0.009 
0.021 u.61314£+05 
.\ 0.027 0.38627E+05 I 0.032 0.25547[-05 
0.037 0'11I365E+05 0.042 O. 3950E-05 















0. 361 0.26311E+02 0.39 0.18417E-02" 
0.4~5 0.13762E·02 0.4 6 0·10654E+02 



















SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI t. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE' 
J 2 l/ 4 5 " 
'*10 . _ -10 -10 *lC "1ii' ;,io il'iiii2Z~2]l4455677811Jlii22,2~34455611811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3_68025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802~a25050631990 3468025b2505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------1 



















• 70 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 112 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATA: 
flllLK OENS lTV = 1.37 G/CM" 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASUHEO "OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA: 
SOIL W'ATEA CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBuTION DATA 
























































































PREOICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA 





































































SOIL <HER PHESSURE C PSI ). -eN H20 'LOG SCALE ) 
I 2 . ·3 4 5 b 
1111112222l~445561181111112222~~445561181111112222~g445S61181111i12222l~445567781111112222~~4455611alI11-ii222~lg44556118 
o 346B025825050631990 34680258?5050631990 3468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 346B025825050631990 3 6802582505063199 
.00 (-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
o •• 0 . . . 
• 10 - o ::. 
. 
0 









.10 (-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I~------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 . . ! 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 113 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION » 
DENS lTV 0.11 TA I 
BULK OENSiTV s 1.55 G/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSiTy = 2.65 G/CH •• ] ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~OJSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 




















PARTICLE SiZE DISTRIBUTiON DATA 





























ALPHA II 1.38 
. PERCENT PARTICLES 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OAT. 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE 
I 2 3 45. 6 
·Ul "10 • -iii "10 *10' *10' 
1111112?2?i3445567781111112222l34455677811111122223l44556778111111222233445567181111112222334455611811111122223344556118 





. . • 
.. . . o 
• 10 - o 
o 
• 




















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 114 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION' 
DENS lTV DAT At 
8ULK DENS ITY '" 1.73 6/CM"'3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH"3 ASSIlMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED "lOISTURE CHARACTERISTfc DATAl 















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DJAN. 
« MICROMETERS » 
1.00 
2.00 
















































































PREDICTED 140ISTUR·E CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC » 







































































SOIL "I\TER PRESSURE « PSI I. -eM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-10 . *lC *10 *10 ~10· ~lO 
1111'12222334455677811'111222233445567781111112222334455611811111122223344556178111111222233445561181111112222))44556118 
o 3 68025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 )4680258250506)1990 3 68025825050631990 )468025825050631990 3 6802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1----------------~--J-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
. . . • ;, o 
• O. 0 
o 










• 10 I -------------------1---------.----------1-------------------I.-------------------I---------~---------I------------------- I 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 115 C SEE TABLE It fOR IOENTIfiCATION I 
• 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK D~NSITY : 1.77 G/CH**3 .. 
PARTICLE DENSiTY z 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSU~EO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PAkTT~LES INTERVAL FRACTION 
I HICRO"1£TERS I LESS THAN 0 AM. I GIG » 
1.00 4.4 0.044 
2.00 4.11 0.004 3.00 5.1 0.003 
4.00 5.4 0.003 
5.00 5.7 0.003 6.00 6.0 0.003 
1.00 6.3 0.003 
8.00 6.5 0.002 9.00 6.7 0.002 
lO.OO h.9 0.002 0.00 A.5 0.016 
30.00 9.9 0.014 
40.00 p.3 0.015 50.00 2.1l 0.015 60.00 14.2 0.014 H.oo 1<;.5 O.Oll 
80.00 16.7 0.012 90.00 1'.8 0.011 100.00 A.7 0.009 
200.00 25.5 0.068 
300.00 30.11 0.0':>4 
400.00 38.4 0.076 
500.00 46.1 0.077 
600.00 53.9 0.078 
700.00 61.5 0.076 
~00.00 6A.3 0.068 900.00 74.0 0.057 
1000.00 78.6 0.046 
2000.00 100.0 0.214 
ALPHA'" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« cClce I SOIL WATER PRESSURE « -CH H20 » 
0.008 0.16834~.06 0.016 0.12362 .05 
0.011 0.42851£+05 
.1 0.019 0.28555E.05 I 0.019 0.20540~+05 0.020 0.155.72 +05 
0.021 0.1226!>£+05 












0.p5 0.S6789~+02 O. 40 0.38317 .02 
0.166 0.28031£+02 
0.192 0.21501£.02 





















SO Il ~'! TER PRESSURE« PS I I. ·CM tl20 (LOG SCALE ) 
1 234 5 b 
~lG 510 *jO .10 -10' 010 
11111122223144556778tl11112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 )468025825050631990 )~680258250506)1990 3468025825050631990 )466025825050631990 )46802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I---~---------------I-------------------1 
• 
• . . . o . 
o o 
• • o 
. o 


















SOIL HORllON NUMRER 116 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ,.: 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.49 6/CH·.) 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA! 




















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION tiATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES iNTERVAL FRACTION 





















































































PREOICTEO MOISTURECHARA·CTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 












































































SOIL WATER PRESSUkE C PSI I. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 . 4 5. 6 
111111l2?2jj445567781111112222l~4455677811ill12222~~44556118)1)!))22221~445561181111112222!~445561181111112222l~~4556118 
o 3469025825050631990 )468025825050631990 )468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1--------------------------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
























SOIL HORIZON NIIHRER 117 t SEE TARLE 4 fOR IOENTlflCATION I 
DENS ITY OA TA I 
RULK DENSITY = ).54 6/CHo0 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy z 2.65 6/CHo0 3 ASSUHED CONSTANT 
~EASUR£O HOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIijUTION OATA 






























































« 6/G I 
0.071 



























PREDICTEO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« CCICC I I -CM H20 I 
O'l8346E'06 0.018 
.J 0.039 O. 6442E+05 











































SOIL WATER PUESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H20 ( LOG 'SCALE ) 
23456 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
1111112?221l445567781111112222334455677811111122223,44556778111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556778 
o 34680258250506,19901,4680258250506319903468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1--------------------------------------1-------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
• 0 •. 
.0 • • 
o 
.10 - '. 
. . o 
.0 
o 
.20 - o 
0 
.30 -












SOIL HORIZON NUH8ER 118 ( SEE TA~lE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENS ITY DA TA: 
SILK DENSITY: 1.69 G/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy .. 2.65 G/CM") ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIaUTiON DATA 
UPPER PARTiCLE DIAM. PERCENT PAriTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
« MICRO~[T£RS I L£SS THA~ OIAM. « GIG 
1.00 3.5 0.035 
2.00 3.6 0.001 
3.00 1.7 0.001 
4.00 3.8 0.001 
5.00 3.9 0.001 
6.00 4.(\ 0.001 
7.00 4.1 0.001 
A.OO 4o? 0.001 9.00 4.? 0.001 
10.00 4.3 0.001 
20.00 4.7 0.004 
30.00 S.l 0.006 
40.00 6.1 0.008 
50.00 6.A 0.007 
60.00 7.9 0.011 
70.00 9.6 0.011 
SO.OO 11.7 0.021 90.00 14. I 0.024 
100.1)0 16.6 0.027 
200.00 )~.l 0.213 
.300.00 52.3 0.142 
400.00 62.5 0.102 500.00 70.4 0.079 
600.00 76.9 0.065 
700.00 82.3 0.055 
800.00 87.0 0.047 
900.00 91.1 o 040 
1000.00 94.6 00 035 
2000.00 100.0 0.054 
ALPHA. '" 1.38 
.;;0 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WAT£R PRESSURE 














































SOIL wATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 S 6 
010 010 *10 . *10 . 010 *10 
111111222233445561181111112222~3445561181111l122223344556778111111222233445561181111112222334455671811111122223344596778 





















• 10 1-------------------1-------------------1--------------.----(-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
i 






SOIL ~ORIlON NUHRER 119 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
~ULK DENSITV : 1.40 6/CH··3 
PARTICLE DENSiTV ~ 2.65 6/CH·.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 








A.OO 9.9 9.1)0 10.6 
10.00 11.3 
20.00 16.'" 30.00 lO.9 
40.00 l4.1t 











800.00 94.9 900.00 -'91,.9 
1000.00 98.0 
2000.00 100.0 
ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 

























0.03! 0.02 (..011 
0.020 
::: 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OAT4 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« celce I SOIL WATER PRESSURE I-eM H20 I 
0.009 0·P051£+06 
.1 0.021 O. 1201110+05 
0.027 0.410t)][+0; \ 
0.032 0.210d5E+05 
0.037 








































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI It -C~ H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10. *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567181111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3466025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• 





















SOIL HORllON NUMRER 120 , SEE' TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DfNSHV DATA! 
~UlK DENSITY = 1.60 6/CH.·3 
PARTICLE OENSITY = 2.65 G/CM.·3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOil WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRES'illRE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTTGN OATA 
UPPER PARTIClf OIAM. 'PERCENT PA~TiClES INTERVAL fRACTION 






















































































O. Jl 0 
0.016 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOil WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















































SOIL "/ATER PRESSURE pst .) ~ -C;'; n20 luG SCALE 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
IIJl})2?223344556178lI11Il22221344556178lI111122223344556778111111222233445561781111112222334455617811111122223344556118 





























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 121 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IOENTIfICATION I 
DENSITY DAU: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.63 G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy m 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUHED CONSTANT 
"EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER pRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OiAM. 









~O.OO 1".2 0.00 22.2 
30.00 26.8 
40.00 30.3 
50.00 32.9 60.00 . 34.1 
10.00 34.5 












































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
I CUCC » , -CM H20 » 
o.op 0.2162S£~06 0.0 0 0.8'H32£o05 .1 
0.036 0.51311£·05 \ 
0.041 0.33679£+05 
0.046 0.24024Eo05 












0.(36 O.31291i£t03 O. 41 0.28799£+0] 
0.179 0.22569£-03 
0.238 0.94224£+02 
























SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -eM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
i 2 3 " 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10· 










.20 - o 
o 













SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 122 I SEE TASlE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION » 
DENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSITY'" 1.60 G/CH··3 
PA~TICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA: 
SOIL WATf.R CONTENT SOil WATER PkESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAN. 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI), -eM H20 «LOG SCALE» 
1 2 3 • 5 6 
-10 -}O -10· -10 -10 -10 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 123 C SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK OENSiTY = 1.64 6/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = ?6S G/CM.~3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WAT£R CONTENT SOIL WATf.R PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES ( IHCIlOMETERS LESS THAN MAN. 
1.00 poll 2.00 2.5 
3.00 n.o 
4.00 13.5 
5.00 14.0 0',.00 14.5 





















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OAiA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC » SOIL WATER PRESSURE « -CM H20 I 
0.024 O.}7016E+06 
0.049 o. 2022£+05 
.1 0.051 0.42147£+05 
0.053 0.28UOO£·05 \ 







































SOiL WATER' PRESSURE ( PSI )',' -eM H20 «LOG SCALE' 
i C 3 4 5 6 
*10, *10 *10 *10 . *10 *10 
11111122223144556118111111?222J34455611811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556176 
o 346802582505063 9901346802582505063 990 3466025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I------~------------I-------------------I-------------------I---------~---------I-------------------I-------------------1 
o • 
. . .. 
o 






.30 - 0 











SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 12~ ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA; 
SULK DENSITY = 1.61 6/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY ~ 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUR[D MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













0.1 OOf. 03 
0.600£+02 
0.200E+02 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPP[R PARTICLE OIAM. ( MICROMETERS I PERCENT PARTI~LES LESS THAN 0 AM. 
1.00 l.A 









40.00 6.1 50.00 6.7 
60.00 6.A 
70.00 7.B 











































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















0.024 0.8~717E+03 0.025 0.4 591E.03 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE» 
i 2 l 4 S 0 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
11111122223344556118111J112222334455611811J111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233.4556118 




o '0 • • 
o 
o 
















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 125 SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
/ DENSITY DATA; 
BULK DENSITY ~ 1.66 6/CH*.3 
PARTICLE DENSiTy = 2.65 G/CM.*3ASSUHED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARAcTERISTIC DATAi 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIB"TION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 'PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 

























































































PREDICTED HOISTURE'CHARACT£RISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATE~ CONTENT 









































0.1611171:: - 04 
0.10803E+04 
































SOIL ~ATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 . 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3 680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631 990 3466025825050631990 346802582505063199 


























SOIL MORIZON NUMAfR lZ6 I SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
AULK OENSITY = 1.17 G/CM·03 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CMO.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTEHISTIC uATAI 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PAQTICLf OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
MICROHETERS ) LESS THAN DUM. 
1.00 1.4 



























































PREDICTED MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CC/CC » SOIL WATER PRESSURE « -eM H20 I 

















0.p9 0.215b'tEo03 o. 44 0.17845Eo03 
0.253 0.18297E+03 
0. 401 0.68124(.02 0.46 0.344;1£.02 0.489 0.209 3£-02 
0.501 0.(4255£+02 
0.520 O. 0557£.02 




















SOIL wATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM. H20 (lOG SCALE I 
! 2 3 4 S 6 
-10 -10 -10· -10 -10 -10 
1111112??23l4455677811·11112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344596778 




. • 0 
o • 
o 
.10 - • 
. . 



















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 127 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IOENTIFICATION , 
OENSlT'f DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.4ft 6/CH--) PARTICLE DENSITY. 2.65 6/CH-.) ASSUMED CONSTANT· 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRES~URE 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DlAH. 



























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE t PSI I. -eM H20 'LOG SCALE) 
1 23' 4 5· 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
1111112222334455617811111122223344556778111111222233445.56178111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556118 


























SOIL HORIZON NUHAER 128 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION t" 
OENSITY OAU: 
BULK OENSITY : 1.58 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY ~ 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
M[ASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATEq CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 































ALPH"" .. 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 


























































PREDICTED MOISTUR£ CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 







































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE I 
i 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 " *10 *10 *10 
11111122221344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445561781}111122223344556778 




o .. :: 
.10 - o • 



















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER J29 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
OENS ITY DA TA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.58 G/CH··l 
PARTICLE DENSITY ,a 2.65 G/C"'**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTiCLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
IUCfWMETERS ) LESS THAN OJAH. 
1.00 15 • 3 2.60 R.l 
3.00 19.8 
4./)0 21.1 







40.00 ' 33.3 












900.00 96.9 lono.oo 97.4 
2000.00 100.0 
































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 










0.1 !l 0.597161:+04 0.1 3 0.24473£+01+ 
0.131 0.13566£+04 
0.131 





0·r9 0.27167£ -(13 O. Sl 0.23145£.03 



























. SoIL 'lATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 I LOG SCAl .. E ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
~IG *10 -10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222231445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 '3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 






























SOIL HORIZON NUHElER 130 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION , 
DENSITY DATA! 
BULK DENS ITY :: 1.55 6/CH"'3 
PARTICLE DENSITY :: 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~O[STURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTJCLE OIAM. 
« MICROMETERS I 
PERCENT PAHTIClES 
LESS THAN 01AM. 
1.00 12.6 











50.00 19.4 61).1)0 20.0 








































PREDICTED MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
























0.393 0'168dlE+02 0.399 O. 2537E+02 
0.403 0.9524SE+01 0.400 0.73j19E+0 



















SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI.t -CM H20 I LOG SCALE. 
1 234 5 6 
·10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
1111112?2231445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556778111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 



















.70 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------~-----I-------------------I-------------------l-------------------1 . I 






SOIL HORIION NUI18ER 131 I SEE TARLE ~ fOR IDENTIFICATION I. 
DENS lTV OA TA I 
BULK DENSITY = 1.19 6/tH.*3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.6S 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 



















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBUTJON DATA 



























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CWARACTERISTIC DATA 









































































SOIL wATER PRESSURf « PSI I. -CM H~O C LOG SCALE) 
1 2 l 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 )111)12~?23'44556778111)112222J34455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 



























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 132 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
~ULK DENSITY = 1.36 G/CM**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH.*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 











0.1 OOE +03 
0.600r-02 0.200[+02 
PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIHUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTJCLES 
HICRO'"'£iERS ) LESS THAN OIAM. 
i.OO 4.6 




7.00 13., . B.oo 14.2 
'i.00 15.1 
10.00 15.Q 











































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« CCICC I i -eM H20 » 
0.017 0°Ff5E+06 0.038 O. 1 18£.05 0.045 0.40933£+05 
0.051 0.26984E-05 
0.051 0·193l5E+05 0.062 O. 4627£.05 
0.067 0.11516£+05 
0.071 0.93403£+04 
0.075 0.77523£.01t 0.093 0.55914£+04 
0.121 0.23970£.04 
0.143 0.13495E+01t 
0.159 g:~5~3y~:g~ 0.170 
0.174 0.3463ItE-03 
0.177 0.29741f+03 



























SOIL 'lATER PRESSURE I PSI I •. -eM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
! 23.· 4 5' : 6 
010 010 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556718 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3.68025b2505063199 
.00 1----------------------------------------------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
o • o 























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 133 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
~ULK DENSITY a 1.48 6/CH·*3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE IHSTlHBlIT!ON DATA 
• 
UPPER P4IHICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 





















































































PREDICTEO KOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















































SOIL 'lATER PRESSURE ( PSI) •. -:CH H20 «LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 . ~ 5. 6 
010 . *10 *10 . *10 *10 *10 
1}11112222]1445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556118111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556118 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 134 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
AULK OENSiTY = 1.48 G/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITy:: 2.65 G/CI-I"3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATE~ CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
ICCICCI I-CM H20) 
0.OQ2 O.ln<; 
0.130 











PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI~UTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE aIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROMETERS I - L£SS THAN OIAM. g GIG 
1.00 14.4 0.144 
2.00 16.<; 0.021 
3.00 17 .Q 0.014 
4.00 lQ.2 0.013 
5.00 211.4 0.012 
6.00 21.5 0.011 
7.00 22.4 0.010 
Il.OO 23.4 0.009 
9.00 24.2 0.009 
~O.OO 2<;.0 0.008 0.00 31.1 0.063 
30.00 36.5 0.052 
40.00 40.1 0.042 
50.00 43.1 0.030 
60.00 4').2 0.015 
70.00 45.9 0.007 
&0.00 4('.6 0.008 
9().00 47.8 0.012 
100.1)0 4~.6 0.0}8 
200.00 6A.4 0.188 
300.00 19.2 0.108 
400.00 86.4 0.012 
500.00 91.S 0.051 
flOO.OO 94.9 0.034 
100.00 96.9 0.020 
AOO.OO 9R.1 0.012 
900.00 9A.8 0.001 
1000.00 99.1 0.003 
2000.00 100.0 0.009 
ALPHA'" 1.38 
::: 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
I -CM H20 I 







































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI), -CM H20 I lOG SCALE I 
! 234 5, 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 Il111122223344556178111111222233445567781}1111222233445567781111112222~3445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 





























SOIL· HORIZON NUMBER 135 , SEE TARLE It FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
pENS ITY DA TA: 
qULK DENSITY: 1.54 6/CM •• 3 
PARTICLE OENSITy ~ 2.65 6/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIHUTION DATA 


























































































PREDICTED HOISTUME CHARACTERISTIC OATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT· 





























SOIL WATER ~RESSURE 














































SOIl wATER PRESSURE C PSI It -CM H20 .( LOG SCAL~ ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-iO ~ln *10 *10 *10 *10 
























. SOIL HORI20N.NU~8ER 136 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK OENSlTY '" 1.53 6/CH •• 3 PARTiCLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM"'3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~E4SURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE OlSTRI8UTION DATA 
UPPER PAQTIClf. DIAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES INTERVAL FRACTION 
MICROMETERS I. LESS THAN DIAM. « GIG 
1.01l 3.0 0.030 
2.IlO ).0 0.000 
3.110 3.0 0.000 
4.00 3.0 0.000 
5.00 3.0 0.000 
0.00 3.0 0.000 
7.00 3.0 0.000 
R.1l0 3.0 0.000 
9.00 3.0 0.000 
10.00 3.0 0.000 
20.00 3.1 0.001 
30.00 3.') 0.004 
40.00 4.0 0.005 
50.00 4.~ 0.004 
60.00 4.6 0.002 
70.00 4.6 0.001 
80.00 4.7 0.000 
qO.OO 4.7 0.000 
10·0.00) 4.11 0.001 
200.00 14.2 0.094 
300.no 31.2 0.170 
400.00 5<'.9 0.217 
500.00 67.5 0.146 
floo.no 71).7 0.092 
700.00 83.9 0.012 
A.OO.OO 89.2 0.053 QOO.OO 92.8 0.036 )000.00 94.9 0.021 
2000.00 100.0 0.051 
ALPHA:; 1.38 
\ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 









0.013 O. 34333E. 04 
0.013 0.25368£.04' 






0.020 0.1 6527£+03 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE! PSI). -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
_ 2 J 4 5 b 
*10 *10 *10. *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445561781111112222334455617811111122223344556778 
o )468025825050631990 1468025825050631990 34680258250506319901346802582505063 9901346802582505063 990 346802562505063199 
.00 I-------------------I-------------------I------~------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
- . . e.. eO: Ow 




















SOIL HORIlON. NUMBER 137 1 SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION) 
OfNS lTY DATAl 
~ULK DENSITY = 1.5) G/CM-&) 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CHU) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 


















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERC[NT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. -CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
! . 2 1 • 5 6 
*10 *10. *10.· *10 *10 *10 
11111122221144556718111111222213445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556778111111222233445561181111112222334,556178 o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I~------------------I-------------------I--------------------------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• 
. . . . . 
o 
o 






.30 - .. 
a 












SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 138 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOH IDENTIfICATION I 
DENS lTV DATA I 
~ULK OENSITV = 1.57 6/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITV = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PPESSURE (CC/CC) I-CM H20) 
0.121 O.ISOr+OS 






PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBliTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC 04TA 






























































SOIl WATER PRESSURE I PSI I. -CM H20 Co LOG SCALE I 
i 2 l . 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 ·10 . *10 *10 
111111222231445S6778111111222213445567781111},122223344556118111111222233445567181111112222334455677811111122223344556178 






































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 139 SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTifICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
~ULK DENSITY. 1.42 6/CH··] 
PARTICLE DENSITY = ·2.65 6/CM •• 3 AS~~EO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTiCLE SIZE OISTRIUUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
MICROMETfRS I LESS THAN OIAM. « GIG 
1.00 7.1 0.07] 
2.00 10.0 0.027 
3.00 11.1:1 0.018 
4.00 13.3 0.015 
5.00 14.7 0.013 
6.00 lS.9 0.012 7.00 6.9 0.011 
8.00 17.9 0.010 
9.00 18.11 0.009 
10.00 19.7 0.008 
20 •. 00 26.4) 0.063 
30.00 3).0 0.050 
40.00 34.9 0.038 
50.00 37.3 0.024 
60.no 3A.8 0.015 
70.00 39.1'1 0.011 
80.00 40.7 0.009 
90.00 41.6 0.008 
100.00 42.4 0.006 
200.0n 49.4 0.070 
300.00 54.A 0.054 
400.00 60.4 0.056 
500.00 65.6 0.052 
600.00 70.7 0.051 
700.00 75.8 0.050 
800.00 80.3 0.045 
.900.00 84.0 0.037 )000.00 87 •. 0 1..030 
2000.00 100.0 0.130 
ALPHA'" 1.38 
.::' 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















































SOIL ~ATER PRESSURE ( PSI It -CK H20 (LOG SCALE) 
I Z 3 ~ " 4 5: 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 1111112?2?'3i445~6178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556778 




o o • • 
.10 - o 
• 


















SOIL HO~IZON NUM8ER 140- ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = ).34 6/CM"*3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIIM. 
MICROMETERS I-
PERCENT PARTICLES 
LESS THAN OlAM. 






















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRfSSURE ( -CM H20 I 
O.O~O 0.16625[+06 1 0.0 5 0.69862E+05 0.032 0.40506E+05 I 0.038 0.2&7!:>5E+05 






































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I •. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
1 . 2 3 . • 5' 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 . *10 *10 
1111112222'1445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 346802582505063199011 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 {-------------------[-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
- . -
•• 0 • .;, 
.0 ;: 





.30 - o 
0 












SOIL HORIZON NUHAER 141 ( SEE TAijLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENS IT ... OAT A: 
RUlK DENSITY: 1.64 G/CH-*3 
P4RTIClE DENSITv = 2.65 G/CM--3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SiZE DISTRIbUTION DATA 
UPPE~ PARTICLE ClAM. PERCENT PARTICLES iNTER~Al fRACTION 


















































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 








































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE' PSI It -eM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
123 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 11111122~2314455677alll1112222114455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 




o . . 
.10 -
• 0 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 142 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION » 
DENSITY D4TA,: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.56 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY a 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUHED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER P.RESSURE 









PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIAUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE aIAH. PERCENT PARTiCLES 































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATE~ CONTENT 
« CCICC , 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« -CM H20 , 
0.045 0.20010E+06 
0.092 0.82613E+05 













0_1 86 0.21l498l>03 O. 89 0.23505E+03 
0.200 0.16630E+03 
O.2p 0.69803£+02 0.2 4 0.432PE+02 
0.252 0.294 2E+02 
0.212 0.216b8£+02 
0.292 0.16608£+02 




















SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10' ,*10 *10· *10 *10 *10 
111111222231445567781}11112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556778 Q 3468025825050631990 3 680258250506319901346802582505063199013 68025825050631990 346802582505063 990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1--------------~~---I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
• 
• 10 - • 





















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 143 C SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION , 
DENSITY DATA: 
AULK DENSITY; 1.45 6/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = Z.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURf CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
















PARTICLE SIZE DI5TRi~UTION DATA 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI). -CM H20 C LOG SCALE J 
12. l 4 5' 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 11111122223344556778111111222233445561781111112222334455677~111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556778 
o 3468025825050631990 14680258250506319901346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 ----------------------------------------------------~~---I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 






















SOIL HORIZON NUHAER 144 , SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION I . 
DENSITY OATA: 
AUlK DENSITY; 1.50 6/CH-.l 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRI~uTION DATA 
UPPER PARTJClf DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
I MICROMETERS ! LESS THAN DlAM. 





6.00 17 .3 





















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
I CCICC , 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 




















0.331 0.42626£-02 0.35 0.27410E+02 
0.368 0.19341£-02 
0.382 0.14490£+02 
0.394 0.11249£ 002 
0.404 0.89742£-01 
0.41J 0.131B£001 


















SOIL WATER PHES5URE I PSI I. -CM-H20 'LOG SCALE) 
1 .2· 3 .. 5: b 
*10 *10 *10 _ *10 *10 *10 
11111122223J445567781111112222Jl445S677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556778 
o 3468025A25050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582~050611990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 34680258250~063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------~~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
• 10 -
.20 - o 






















SO! L HOR I ZON NUMIlER lit 5· ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENS ITY DATA: 
AI'lK [)EN~TTY;: 1.56 G/CMQ"3 PARTICLE DENSITy; 2.65 G/CM~*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL wATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES iNTERVA~ FRACTION 
MICROMETERS) LESS THAN OJAM. « GIG 
1.00 l?.'l 0.129 
2.00 15.'l 0.030 
3".00 17.11 0.019 
4.00 19.5 0.016 
5.00 20.9 O.Ollt 
6.00 ?? 2 0.013 
7.00 23.5 0.012 
B.OO 24.6 0.01l 
9.00 25.7 o.Oll 
10.00 26.7 0.01 0 
20.00 34.9 0.082 
30.00 41.3 0.064 
40.00 46.0 0.047 
50.00 49.1 0.033 
60.00 51.1 0.024 
70.00 ~3.7 0.020 
80.00 55.5 0.011 
90.01) 57.0 0.015 
100.00 58.4 0.014 
200.00 67.1 0.093 
300.00 73.6 0.059 
400.00 18.4 0.049 
500.00 82.3 0.039 
600.00 85.6 0.033 
700.00 88.6 0.030 
800.00 91.2 0.026 
<)00.00 93.3 0.022 
1000.00 <)5.1 0.018 
2000.00 100.0 0.049 
ALPHA" 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOiL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -CM H20 I LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10· *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 11111122?2334455677alI11112222~34455611811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556718 


























SOIL HORIlON NUMBER 146 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = }.19 6/CH- 0 3 
PARTICLE OENSiTy = 2.65 6/CHo*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOisTURE CHARACTERISTIC DAUI 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 


























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SO~L WATER PRESSURE « PSI)t -C" H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
.10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781}1111222233445567781}111122223344556178111111222233445561781111112222334455617811111122223344596778 013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063 990 346802582505063 990 346802582505063 990 3468025825050'31~9 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
• o o ::: 
. . 
.10 - o 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 147 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.65 6/C"'**3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/C"'**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA; 
SOIL ~ATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 
« MICROMETERS I 
PERCENT PARTICLES 




























ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL FRACTION 

























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« CC/CC • 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
i ;'C14 H20 » 
0.14531E+06 0.058 
0.111' 0.60JOC!E+05 
0.118 0.3,.510E .. 0, 
0.118 0.22677E+05 
0.11 9 0·lb~<J"E.05 O. 9 O. 2 2,E.05 
0.120 0.96040E.0,. 
0.120 0.7713!>E+0" 











0.1 59 0.49741E+02 o. 84 0.33948£+02 
0.2·11 0.25325E+02 
0.241 0.19697E-02 




















SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI I. ~CM H20 (lOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
.)0 .10 .10 .10 ·10 ·10 




.. . . . ,. . . . 
• 



















SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 148 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATAl 
AUlK DENSITY - 0.99 G/CH.*3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 














PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. 






























LESS THAN OIAM. 
















































0.006 (1.0010 (,.002 
0.005 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WAlEH CONTENT 

























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« -eM H20 » 
0.12261£+06 
0.51942E+OS l 


















0 .. 43203£+0 



















SOIL WATER PRESSURE' PSI I. ~CM H20 I LOG SCALE I 
1 C 345 6 
*}O *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222231445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505U631~9 




























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 1~9 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION • 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.39 G/CH •• 3 
PARTICLE OENSITy = 2.65 G/Oo'**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASU~ED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRldtiTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 





5. ilO 11.11 
6.00 12 • s 7.00 1.6 
A.OO 14.4 
9.00 1'>.2 
lil.OO 1'>.8 2U.OO 20.6 















ALPHA = 1.38 
!NTERVAL FRACTION 





























PREOIC.TED MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT' 























0.464 0.1 899£+02 
0.468 0.10189E+02 




















SOIL ~'ATER PRESSURE! PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 :; 4 " 5 6 
0\0 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
11111122??3144556118111!112222334455611811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 


























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 150 I SEE TASlE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION » 
DENS ITY DA TA: 
AlJLK DENSITY " 1.56 G/e"'**3 PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH*.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 



















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIHUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE 01AM. PERCENT PA~TICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
I HICRO~ET£RS I LESS TH~N DIAM. « GIG 
1.00 a.A 0.088 
~.IjO 10.<; Ooop 
.• 00 11.7 0.0 2 
4.00 12.9 0.012 
5.00 i4./} 0.011 
6.00 14.9 0.009 
7.1)C) 15.R 0.008 
8.1)0 16.5 0.008 
9.00 17 .2 0.007 
10.00 17 .9 O.OOb 
20.00 22.3 0.044 
30.1)0 2,.7 0.034 
40.00 29.1 0.034 
51).110 32.; 0.0]2 
60.00 3~.9 0.03b 
70.00 3<).A 0.039 
~o .1)0 41.1'0 0.036 
9() .llO 47.2 0.03b 
100.00 50.5 0.033 
21)1).00 7a.7 0.2B2 3no.oO 90.3 O.llb 
40il.OO 94.7 0.044 
500.00 96.6 0.019 
f)oo.O() 97.(, 0.010 
700.00 9i1.4 0.008 
1100.00 99.0 0.006 
900.00 99.3 0.004 
1000.00 99.'i 0.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.005 
AL?HA = 1.38 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 














































SOIL wATER PRESSURf « PSI I. -CM H20 «LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5' 6 




























SOIL HORIlON NUMBER 151 I SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK OENSITY = 1.61 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CMo*3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
HEASUIlEO MOISTtlRE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 




























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTE~ISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC , SOIL WATER PRESSURE I -CM H20 I 
0.042 0.p2UE+06 











0.133 O'o}0077E+04 0.144 o. 72li2E.03 
0.158 0.b151li£.Ol 
0.173 0.491!10E+03 



























SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 Z 3 4 5 6 
010 *10 *10' *10 *10 *10 
IlJll12?223344S567181111112222134455677811111122223344556178111111222233445561181111112222334455677811111122223344556718 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 152 « SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION 
DEIllSITY 04TA: 
RUL~ DENSITY = 1.62 G/e"'··3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIR"TION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 





5.00 l7 .0 
6.00 p.4 7.no 7.8 A.no I fl.) 
9.00 18.3 



















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 





0.067 0'1 93OI>E+05 0.068 O. 4538E+05 
0.070 0.11314£+05 
0.071 0.9~611[+04 
0.012 0.7 492E.04 
0.075 0.52Sc'>B£+04 
0.081 0.22634E .. 04 


































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI ).-CM H20 'LOG SCALE) 
i 234 5 6 
*\n *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 1111112~22314455617811111122?2334455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 o 34680~582505061199013 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3 68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3466025d2505063199 
.00 1--------------------------------------1--------------~----I-------------------I-------------------I-------------------1 
... 
.10 - o 
o 
o 
.20 - o 
o 
o 

















SOIL HO~IZON NU~BER 153 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
dULK OE~S'TY ~ 1.52 G/CH~03 
?ARTIClE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
~EASUR£D MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATfR CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE OISTHl~UTION DATA 
UPPfR PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES iNTERVAL fRACTION 
« HICRO~ETER5 I LESS THAN OlAH. « GIG I 






















































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OAiA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 













































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI), -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 ~ 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 . *10 *10 *10 11111122223l4455677811111)"2222)34455677811111122223344S5677811111122223]44556778111111222233~455677811111122223344556778 


























SOIL HORIlON ~UMHER 154 « SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
AUlK DENSITY = 0.95 G/C~·.3 
PA~TICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE 'CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL wATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SItE DISTRIHUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTIClf DIAM. 
MICROMETERS ) PERCENT PAHTICLES LESS THAN OIAM. 
1.00 9.3 
2.00 U:~ 3.(1) 
4.(10 13.3 
5.00 14.4 
6.00 is • 3 7.00 6.? 
B.OO 17.0 






















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
« (C/CC ) SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -Cf4 H20 I 
0.035 0.11813£+06 
0.074 0.49481E.OS 
,1 0.082 0.28101E-05 
0.089 0.19018E+05 I 
0.095 OoI3bb3E+0!> 






































SOIL wATER PRESSURE « PSI), -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
I 234 5 6 
*In *10 *10 . *10 *10 . *10 
111111222233445561781111112222134455677811111122223344556118111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556718 
o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3 6802582505063 990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 















.50 - ,.. 
0 
.60 -
.70 1-------------------1-------------------1----------------.. -1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
I 






~OIl HORIZON NUHRE~ 155 ( SEE TARLE ~ fOR IDENTIfICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
RUlK DENSITY: 1.36 6/CH·.3 
PARTICLE DE~SITY = 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARAClERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
ICC/CC) I-CM H20) 
0.057 o.l50r.OS 







PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8uTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PA~TIClES 






6.00 12 • 9 1.00 3.1 
A.OO 14.h 




















































PREDICTED HOISTUHE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
C CCICC ) SOIL WATER PRESSURE C -CM H20 I 
0.021 0.15913E.0<> 
0.046 0.6691<>E-05 t 0.051 0.39016E+05 0.056 0.2593',1[+05 
O.Ob~ 0·186NE.05 0.06 O. ~192E.05 
0.069 0.11207E.05 
0.073 0.9BOOl. 04 0.016 0.1 51[.04 
0.092 0.~,.942£.04 
0.120 0.24331£ .04· 


































SOIL wATER PRES SURF ( PSI I. -eM H20 I lOG SCALf. ) 
I 234 5 6 
*10 *10 . *10 *10 *10 *10 
11111122?23l445567781111112222'344556778111111222233445567781}1111222233445567781}111122223]44556178111111222t334455b718 

















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 155 o MEASURED , • PREO!CTEO 







SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 156 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
HULK DENSITY; 1.41 G/CM··3 
PARTICLE DENSITY c 1.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE D(STRIB~TION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE ClAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES INTERVAL FRACTION ( MICRO~ETERS ) LESS THAN OIAM. C GIG ) 
1.00 7.3 0.073 
2.00 9.1 0.018 
3.nO 10.3 0.012 
4.00 11.5 0.011 
5. 00 12.5 0.010 
6.00 13.5 O.OA O 
7.00 14.4 0.0 9 
R.no 15.2 0.009 
s.oo In.l 0.008 
10.00 16.8 0.008 
20.00 21.0 0.062 
30.00 2~.6 0.056 
40.06 33.1 0.045 
50.00 36.2 0.031 
6(\.{]l) .3R.l 0.019 
70.00 39.3 0.012 
SO.OG 40.1 0.010 
'10.00 41.3 0.010 
~OO.OO 42.4 0.011 00.00 55.5 0.1 
300.00 6il.6 0.l3! 400.(}0 84.2 0.15 
500.00 92.6 0.084 
600.00 95.9 0.033 
700.00 97.6 0.020 
1100.00 99.0 0.012 
900.00 99.6 '\.OOb 
1000.00 99.8 1l.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.002 
ALPHA = \.36 
:: 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA, 










































































SOIL WATER PRESSucE « PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SeALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
11111J2222314455h778111111?222134455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 

























SOIL HOijIZON NUMBER 157 , SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION I 
OENS lTY OA TA I 
SULK DENSITY = ).50 G/CMe*3 PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTiH8lJTION DATA 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT" SOIL WATER PRESSURE 































































. SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 234 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 








































SOIL HORIZON NUMAER-IS8 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY OATA: 
BULK DENSiTY = 1.60 G/CHo.] 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/eMO.) ASSU~ED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIP'.lTION DATA 
UPPER PARTlr.LE OIAH. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
« MICROMETERS I LESS THAN DIAM. « GIG 
1.00 lA.A 0.188 
2.00 20.4 0.016 
3.00 21.5 0.011 
". ()O 22.6 0.010 5.00 23.5 0.010 
6.00 24.4 0.009 
7.00 25.2 0.008 
8.00 2(,.0 O.OOA 
9.00 26,7 0.007 
10.00 27.4 0.007 
20.00 32.8 0.054 
30.00 37 .6 0.048 
40.00 41.4 0.039 
50.00 4401 0.027 
60.00 45.1 0.016 
70.00 46.1 0.010 
80,00 41.5 0.008 
90.00 4Q.4 o.ooa 
100.00 4Q.3 0.009 
200.00 61.6 0.121 
-300.00 73.4 o·ns 400.00 86.6 O. 2 
500.00 93.8 0.072 
600.00 91..6 0.028 
700.00 98.2 0.016 
AOO.OO 99.2 0.009 
900.00 99.6 /).005 
1000.00 99.8 1l.002 
2000.00 100.0 0.002 
ALPHA .. 1.38 
;: 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOil WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 








0.104 0.1 07 O. 19 
0.139 





























































SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I. -CM H20 C lOG SCALE I 
1 234 5. b 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 . 
111111222231445567781111112222"4455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455671811111122223344556118 



























SOil HORIlON NUMRER 159 S~E TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIfICATION 
DENSlTY DATA: 
SULK DENSITY = 1.69 6/CM·o3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH·.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED HOISTUPE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 

















PAHTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 













1;; .. ,~~ (t 






~Oo .. o(J 








































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA , 
SOIL WAT£R CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 








0.<;013 .. 0£·04 





















SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
i 234 5 b 
*10 . 010 *10· *10 *10 *10 
1)111122?211445567781111112222134455677811111122223344556I·78111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 3468025R2505D63199011468025825050631990 3 6802582505063 990 346802582505063 990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I-~-----------------I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1 
" A T 


































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 160 ( SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENSITY DAT4: 
BULK OENSiTY : 1.55 G/CMO-3 
PARTICLE DENSITy: 2.65 G/C~oo3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL wATEP CONTENT SOIL WATER PH£SSURE 















O. 6/)(jf. 02 
0.200£+02 
PARTICLE SIZE OISTRI~UTION DATA 
UPPEH PARTICLE OIAM. 


























































































0 0 002 
0.006 
:: 
PREOICTEO"MOiSTURE CHARACTE~ISTIC OATA 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 I 
0.14139E.06 
0.60 96E+05 I 
0.35623£.05 i 
0.23879E.05 








































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
i 234 5 0 
'010 010 010 *10 *10 *10 
11111122223144556778111111222211445~677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
01346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3 6b025825050631990 3468025825050031990 3468025825050631990 346802582505003199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I-------------------I--------~----------I-------------------1 
























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 161 ( SEE TABLE·4 fOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK OENSITY = 1.06 G/CH--3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 6/CH·.) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
SOIL WATFR CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER P~RTICLF. DlAH. PERCENT PARTICL£S INTERII·AL fRACTION· 
























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 







































































SOIL WATER PRESSURf ( PSI I. -eM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 b 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222231445567781111112.222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 




.10 - o • o 
• 
• 






.40 - 0 
• . 
.. (CC/CCI • 











SOIL hORIZON NUMAER 162 ( SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENS lTY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.21 G/CM·~3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM~.3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTEHISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUT!ON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE O[AH. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION MICRCHETERS ) LESS ThAN otAH. ( GIG 
1.00 6~1 0.061 
2.00 p.,> 0.048 
3.0fJ 4.11 0.033 
4.0() 17.B 0.030 
5.00 20.5 0.026 
6.0G ??.Il 0.024 
7.0n 25.0 0.021 
8.00 26.9 0.0)9 
9.00 28.7 0.0}8 
10.00 30.4 0.617 
20.00 42.5 0.121 
30.00 53.1\ 0.113 
40.00 62.3 0.086 
50.00 66.5 0.042 
60.00 68.2 0.017 
70.00 69.4 0.012 
.'\O.QCJ 70.4 0.010 
90.00 71 .3 0.010 }00.1)0 72.3 0.010 
200,00 79.2 0.069 
, 300.00 83.9 0.047 
400.00 81.4 0.035 
500.00 90.1 0.027 
hOO.OO 92.3 0.022 
700.00 94.2 0.019 
1100.00 95.A 0.,016 
'loo.oo 97.? 0.':14 
1000.00 98.4 0.012 
2000.00 100.0 0.016 
ALPHA;: 1.38 
PREDICTED ~OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















































SOIL ~ATEk PRESSURE C PSI I. -eM H20 «lOG ~CAlE I 
I 234 5 6 
.10 .10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111????1144S~~77HltII1122221344S5677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 



























SOIL hO~IZON NUMBER 163 , SEE TABLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATAl 
AULK DENSITY = 1.40 G/CM.~3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER ?t~TICLE OIAM. P£RCENT PARTICLES 








A,OO 2Q.Q 9.no 31. A )a.oo 31.7 
20.00 46.Q 
30.00 SQ.l 
40.00 68.h 50.01) 72.7 
60.00 74.2 70.(1) 7,.4 
"0.00 76.S 
9!).Ofl 17.4 






800.00 97.1 QOO.OO 98.1 
1000.00 Q8.8 
2000.00 100.0 
ALPHA = 1.38 
INTERVAL fRACTION 































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
, CCICC ) SOIL WATER PRESSURE « -CM H20 ) 
0.030 0.20143E+06 0.069 0.86769£+05 
0.086 0.50011£+05 










































SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI! •. -eN H20 ! LOG SCALE I 
1 . 2 3 4 5 b 
-10 . *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 













.40 - Ii 
0 












SOIL riO~IZON NUMBER 164 SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATAl 
BULK DENSITY: 1.45 G/CH.O) 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE ClAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL FRACTION 

























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 























0.43l 0.44 0.444 
0.441 
0.451 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 























0·1 5 314E-02 
O. 1361£-02 





















SOIL WATER PRESSUR[ « PSI ). '-~M H20 C LOG SCALE) 
j 2 3 ~ 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 -10 
111111?22231445567781111112222334455611811111122223344556718111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556178 

























SOIL HOriIZON NUMBER 165 SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
RULK GENSITY :: 1.51 G/CM~"3 
PAHTICLE DENSITy:: 2.65 G/CN."3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTuRE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PART~ClE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATa 





























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 































































SOIL WATER PRESSI'1E ( PSI). ~CH H20 (lOG SCALE) 
23456 
.10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 111111?2223l4455677811111122?233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677~ 










































SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 166 ( SEE TARLE It fOR IDENTIFICATION 
OEhSITY DATAl 
RUl~ DENSITY = 1.84 G/CM~~J 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA! 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER pwESSURE 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 
! "'ICflOJ..4fTERS 
PERC[NT ~"RTICL[S 




























ALPHA = 1.38 
-,"/ 
iNTERVAL FRACTION 




























PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 
I CCICC I 
SOIL WATER PRESSURE 





















0. 261 0.52600E+02 0.21 0.33135E+02 
0.218 0.23493E-02 
0.285 0.11216E+02 
0.289 o. P156E+02 








SOIL WATER PRESSURE C PSI I.-eM H20 C LOG SCALE 
i 234 5 b 
*10 *10 . *10 *10 *10 *10 
111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455617811111122223344556778 







































SOIL HORllON NUMRER 167 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION , 
DENS ITY OAT A I 
BULK DENSITV = 1.AO G/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAg 










SOIL WATER P~ESSURE ("';CM H20) 








PARTICLE SIZE DISTP!BUTION DATA 



























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSUH£ 
















0.42111E o 03 
0.36101E.03 















SO:L WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It ~CM H20 (lOG SCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
1111112222114455677811111122221344556778111111222233445567781}1111222233445561781}11112222334455677811111122223344556778 
o 34680258250506319901146802~82505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505003199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------! 


































SOIL HORIZON NUMAER 166 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENS ITY DATA: 
HULK DENSITY = 0.94 G/CH00 3 
PARTICLE DENSITY = 2.65 G/CH*o3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~O!STURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 






























ALPHA = 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 






























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISilC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOiL WATEH PRESSURE 













































































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I. -CM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
i 234 5 6 
·10 .10 *10 . *10 *10 *10 


























SOIL HORIZON NUHRER 169 C SEE TABLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.21 G/CMo*3 
PARTICLE DENSITy a 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA: 
SOIL WATEN ~ONTENT SOIL WATER pWESSURE 

















PARTICLE SIlE DISTRIf'JTION DATA 































t.LPJ.;A ::; 1.38 
PERCENT PARTICLES 





























































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
















































O. :>3681£ +02 
0.29~ .. :>£.02 
0.18680£+02 























SOIL WATER PREssupr « PSI I. -CM H20 'LOG SCALE I 
i 234 5 6 
*10 *)0 *10" *10 *10 *)0 
1111112?223;445567181111112222334455677811111122223344556178111111222233445567781}11112222334455671811111122223344556118 
013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1---------------"----1 
o 



















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 170 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY; 1.42 6/CH**3 
PARTICLE DENSITY ; 2.65 6/CH**3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 

















PARTICLE ~IZE DISTRI'~TION DATA 





























































PREOICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
, cClec » « -CM H20 ) 
0.039 0.202A 2£+06 


















































SOIL WATER PRESSUP; C PSI I. ~CH H20 I lOG SCALE I 
i 234 5 6 































SOIL HORIZON NUHRER 171 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA! 
RUL~ DENSITY ;"1.56 G/CH.·3 
PARTICLE OENSITY ; 2.65 G/CM •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPEH PARTIClE DIAH. PERCENT P~nTTCLE5 








Ii. ('0 33.7 
'l.~O 35.3 
10.00 36.7 
20 .. )0 4H.0 
30.00 59.9 
40.00 69.4 
so.on 74 .1 
60.00 76.3 
70.00 78.0 











































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA. 
SOil WATER CONTENT ( CCICC I SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 ) 
0.044 0.21291E+06 
.1 0.093 0.901.1~E·05 
0.103 0.52111E+05 \ 
0.112 0.34990E+05 
0.1 20 0.25130E-05 o. 28 0.19041£-05 
0.135 0.14996£+05 
0.142 0.12160£+05 




































SoIL IoiATER PRESS';lE C PSI ,. -CH H20 «LOGSCALE) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 " *10 

























SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 172 C SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENSITY DATAi 
BULK DENSITY = 1.R? G/CM·.3 
PARTICLE DENSITy : 2.65 G/C~ •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA; 
















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIHUTION DATA 
UPPER P~RTIClE OIAM. PERCfNT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION ( MICHov.[TERS ) l~SS THAN OIAM. I GIG 
1.00 10.7 0.107 
2.00 12.3 0.016 
3.00 13.5 0.012 
4.00 14.~ 0.012 
5.00 15.9 0.012 
6.00 17 .1 0.0 II 
7.00 If1..} 0.011 
~.oo 19.2 0.010 
9.00 20.2 0.010 
10.00 21.1 0.009 
20.00 2'l.O 0.079 
30.GO ~7.7 0.087 
41i.OO 4<;.1 0.0"14 
50.00 4'l.5 0.044 
6().00. 51.9 0.024 
70 •. 00 53.5 0.016 SQ.oo <'').0 0.015 
90.00 SI\.5 0.015 
100.00 SR.l 0.016 
?OO.OO 70.7 0.126 
100.011 17.1 0.071 
41i0.00) M.5 0.048 
SOlo.OO 8b.l O.03b (,00.00 RIl.7 0.026 
700.00 90.7 0.019 
AOO.OO 92.2 11.015 
900.00 93.5 0.013 
1000.00 94.f- 0.011 
2000.00 100.0 0.054 
ALPHA :;;·1.38 
\ 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 





































SOIL WATER PRESSURf. ( PSI I. -eM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 234 5 6 
*In *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 1111112?22]~44556778111!11222231445567781111112222~]445567781111112222334455677811111122223]~455677811111122223344556778 































SOIL HORIZON NUIo48ER 173 SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfiCATION ) 
DENS lTV OAT A: 
RUL~ DENSITY = 1.85.G/C~·~3 
PAHTICLE r,E~SITY = 2.65 6/C"' •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEAgUREn MOIsTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTkIBUTJON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 








'1.00 17 .1 Q.OO }7.9 
~o.oo 0.(10 ~f1.10 4." 30.00 30.£1 
4fJ.r.O 35.1 












































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACJERI~TIC DAJA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
« CCICC » « -CM H20 I 
0.017 0.23454E+06 






0.053 0'13539£'05 0.055 O. 1284E.05 


































SOIL wATER P~ESSURE « PSI I, -eM H20 (lOG SCALE) 
i 2 345 6 
010 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 11111122223344~567781111112222~344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556118111111222&3344556178 




.10 - o 


















SOIL HORIZON NUMR£R 174 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY OATA: 
HULK OENSITY ; 1.12 G/CM*O] 
PARTICLE DENSITY : 2.65 G/CM*~3 ASSUMEO CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTURE CHARACTEHISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRltiUTTON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERC£NT PA~T'CL£S INTERVAL FRACTION 























































































PREOICT£D MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 































0.26546£.05 0.1 1641(005 









































SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI It ·eM H20 «lOG SCALE) 
i 234 5 6 
010 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
1111112222114455~778111111?222134455611811111122223344556118111111222233445561181111112222334455671811111122223344556118 
o 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468~2582S0506319901346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------I----------------~--!---------------=-==I=-=====------------1 
o o o 
.10 -
0 

















SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 175 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION) 
DENSITY DATA: 
FllJU{ OENSITV = 1.27 6/CM""3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 6/C"' .... 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
"'EASUAEO ~OISTURE CHARACTERISTIC OATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE OISTRIkUTJON DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTiCLES INTERVAL fRACTION ( MICROMETERS I ~ESS THAN OIAM. « GIG 
l.no 3.1 0.037 
2.()O 4.2 0.005 
3.00 4.6 0.004 
4.00 S.O 0.004 
5.00 S.4 0.004 
6.00 5./1 0.003 
7.00 0.1 0.003 
A.OO h.4 0.003 
'l.on 6.6 0.002 
10.1l0 6./1 0.002 
21l.00 SJ.? 0.014 
30.00 /\.8 0.006 
411.00 10.0 0.012 
50,no li'.1 0.021 
6;)"no 111.1 0.060 
70.00 21.? 0.091 
eO.flo 36.1 0.090 
90,on 43.9 0.076 
100.00 49.6 0.057 
200.00 Al.7 0.321 
300.00 1\'1.1 0.074 
400.00 A9.8 0.007 
500.00 90.9 0.011 
600.00 92.8 0.019 
700.00 94.5 0.017 
800.00 96.0 0.0)4 
"00.110 97 •. : G.OI1 
1000.00 91,/\ 0.008 
2000.00 100.0 0.022 
ALPHA:; 1.38 
PREOICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( CCICC ) ( -CM H20 I 











































SOIL wATER PkESSURE ! PSI I. -tM H20 (LOG SCALE) 
I 234 5 b 
"Ill "10 "10 "10 "10 "10 
111111222231445567781111112222334455n77811111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 
























SOIL HORIZON NUHRER 176 ( SEE TARLE ~ fOR IDENTIfICATION) 
DENSITY DATA; 
AULK DENSITY = 1.47 6/tH •• 3 
.PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM**3 A5SU~EO CONSTANT 
HEASU~EO MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 















0.1;00 .. 02 
0.200E+02 
PARTICLE SIZE OISTP"lUTION DATA 
UOPER ?A~TIClE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INTERVAL fRACTION 
MICRUMETERS ) LESS THAN niAM. ( GIG 
1 • (10 2.'i 0.025 
?oo 2.;:" 0.001 
3.00 ?R 0.002 
4.00 3.1 0.003 5.01) 3.4 0.003 ['.00 3.6 0.003 
7.00 3.& 0.002 
R.O~ 4.1 0.002 
9,00 4.3 0.002 
10. 1)0 4.4 0.002 20.no 'i. I' 0.012 
~.). no ".9 0.013 !t i~ (I flO In.4 0.035 
5'). ~o 1 <; •. ~ 0.0~4 
60. i)O 23 ... o.o·n 
7 (. 6 I) 0 32.3 O.OI'lIl 
BO.oO 40.5 0.0>12 
90.1)0 47.4 0.0.,9 
IOC.OIl S~.9 0.055 
20o.n o 80.3 0.334 
:lOO.OO 92.9 0.01,6 
4UO.(,O '>3.2 0.003 
SOiJ .. !10 'n.8 0.0;)6 
;;0;:-, .. ;)0 95.;) 0.012 
70r,.0-1 96.1 0.011 
flOO .l)-} .. 7.0 0.009 
90/).00 91.7 0.007 
1000.00 98.2 0.005 
200.1.00 100.0 0.018 
ALP'iA :; 1.38 
::: 
PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WAfER CONTENT SOIL WATEk P"RESSURE 












0.02'3 0.2023tlr:.O .. 
O.OJ'" 0.14:,,,-;;:+04 
a.OSB 0.lG,.:l2£?04 
O •• )lIH 0.1:S18t.bc·03 
0.12 .. 0.64525£.03 
0.162 O. 508b':.~. 03 




























SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( PSI I, -eM H20 C LOG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
010 0]0 010 *10 *10 *10 
11111i?222114455677alllll122~2l344556718111111222233445561181111112222334455611811111122223344556718111111222,23344556118 
o 346A0258250506]1990134680258250S063199013468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346~025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I-----------~-------I-------------------I---------------~---I------------------~J--------------~----.-------------------1 . . . . 





















so I L HOR I ZON NllMRER 177 r SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIfICATION ) 
DENSITY DATA: 
BULK DENSITY = 1.55 G/CH~·3 
PA~TICLE DENSiTy = 2.65 G/CH •• 3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED ~O!5TURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 

















PARTICLE SIZE DISTRI8UTION DATA 




























































































PREDICTED MOiSTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 
































OOf4314E 0 05 o. 7325E-05 








































SOIL wATER PRESSURE' PSI I, -eM H20 «lOG SCALE 1 
2 3 4 5 6 
-In -In -10.. -10 -10 -10 
111111222233445~6778l111112222334455671811111122223344556178111111222233445561781111112222334455677811111122223344556718 































SOIL HORIZON NUM6E~ 178 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
D£NSITY DATA: 
RIJU< DENS TTY = 1.11 G/CHI"'3 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH.-3 ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASUREO MOISTURE CHARAC'E~ISTIC DATA: 









SOIL WATER P~£SSURE 
I-CM H?OI 








PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIbUTION DATA 





























ALPHA = 1.36 






























































PREDICTEO MOISTURE CHARACTERiSTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 












































































SoIL WATER PRESSUR~ ( PSI I, ~CM H20 (LOG SCALE I 
. i 23. 5 b 
~10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 IltI112?221144SS67781111112222134455677811111122?2334455677811111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344~56778 
013468025ij?50S063199013468025825050631990 3468025825059631990 346802582505063199013468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 I---~---------------I-------------------I-------------------1-------------------1-------------------1.------------------1 e . 
. 
o • 0. o 
:: 
.10 -



















SOIL tiORlZON NUMBER 119 ( SEE TABLE ... fOR IDENTIfICATION I 
OENSITY DHA: 
AUU< DENS lTV ,. 1.30 G/CH .... 3 
PAkTICLf DENSITy = 2.65 G/CM""J ASSUMED CONSTANT 
MEASURED MOISTUPE CHARACTERISTIC DATA: 
















P4RTICLE SIZE DiSTRiBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE OIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES INIER\~L fRACTION 























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATEH CONTENT 





























SOIL WATER PRESSURE 















































SOIL WATER PRESSURE I PSI I. ~CM H20 C LOG SCALE) 
I 2 345 6 
~lO- *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 







.20 - 0 
0 
















SOIL HORIZON NUMRER 180 ( SEE TARLE 4 fOR IDENTIFICATION ) 
OENSITY O~TA: 
8ULK DENSITY = 1.56 G/C~~~~ 
P~ATIClE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CH.A) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASU~EO MOISTU~E CHARACTERIstIC DATA: 
















PARTiCLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. PERCENT PARTICLES 
14ICROHEHJlS I LESS THAN OIAM. 
I./) 0 Q.O 









20.00 17 .<; 

















































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT ( CCICC ) SOIL WATER PRESSURE ( -CM H20 I 
0.020 0.15351E+06 










0'1 16 0.11050(-04 O. 40 0.85668E-03 
0.171 0.61974E-03 
0.202 0.53273E+03 





0.374 0'17959E+02 0.381 O. 34SdE.02 
0.367 0.10437£-02 
0.393 O.831!lE+Ol 

















SOIL WATER PRESSURE « PSI ), . -CM H'GO'( LtG SCALE I 
1 2 3 4 5 b 
*10 *10 *10 *10 *10 *10 
11111122221;4~SS677dll1111222213445S67781tl1112222334455077811111122223344~S67781111112222334455677dl11!1122223344556778 





o o :: 







&30 - • 
~40 -





SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 180 o MEASURED , e PREDICTED 
I 






SOIL HORIZON NUMBE~ 181 ( SEE TARLE 4 FOR IOENTIFICATION I 
DENSITY DATA; 
AUL~ nENSITY = 1.5~ GICH-03 
PARTICLE DENSITy = 2.65 G/CMOG) ASSUMED CONSTANT 
~EASUPEG MOISTUPE CHARACTERISTIC DATAl 
SOIL WATER CONTENT SOIL WATER PRESSURE 









O. 15(lf. 05 
O.e,OOf+u" 





?ARTIClE SIZE DISTf"'BUTION DATA 
UPPER PARTICLE DIAM. 


























































































PREDICTED MOISTURE CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
SOIL WATER CONTENT 










































































SOIL lolA TER PRESSURE ( PSI I.-CM H20 «LOG SCALE ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
*10 .111 *10 *10 . *10 *10 
11111122223344556778111111222233445567781}111122223344556778111111222233445567781111112222334455677811111122223344556778 o 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3~68025825050631990 3468025825050631990 3468025825050631990 346802582505063199 
.00 1-------------------1-------------------1---------------~---I-------------------!-------------------I=========----------1 
• 




.10 - • 
o 
o 










SOIL HORIZON NUMBER 181 o MEASURED I . PRE;OICT£O SUM OF (A8SCLOGIPSIH)-lOG(PSIP)).. 0.41491£'01 
End of Document 
